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The Primary
Source of New.
In Murray and
Calloway County

Today
Twelve Pages
•

Murray Students Take
Top Honors in Science
Fair At MSU Saturday

Totals $15,772,411

Regents Approve New
Budget for University
By Dwain McIntosh
Murray State University's
board of regents Saturday
approved a budget for the 1973.74 fiscal year with a general
fund expenditure of $15,772,411.
Based on estimated general
income, the general fund budget

Local Students
Receive Honors
County
Calloway
Two
students and their teachers
have been listed among the top
ten winners in the StudentTeacher Achievement
Recognition program, according to O.T. Dorton,
chairman of the Education
Council ---ai-a.the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce.
Humphreys,
L.
Vickie
student, and Ruth Smith,
teacher, of Calloway County
High; and Charles F. Hussung,
student and Mark E. Brady,
teacher, of Murray High, were
listed in the STAR program.
To become a STAR winner,
the student must score high on
the College Board American
College Test. The selections are
then made on the basis of
highest score, and the student
names his or her STAR teacher.

includes a state appropriation
of $11,502,540. Income from
student fees for the next year is
estimated at $2,476,583.
Anticipated student fee
revenue was figured by using a
full-time
of
projection
equivalent enrollments for next
year of 6,000 in the fall
semester, 5,520 in the spring
semester and 2,800 in the
summer term.
General fund expenditures for
the coming fiscal year will be
about a half million dollars
greater than the amount
budgeted for the current year.
Thill year's general fund budget
of $15,252,087 includes a state
appropriation of $11,209,740.
The total budget for the next
fiscal year, which includes debt
service as well as operational
costs, is $18,581,750.
In recommending approval of
the budget, Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, university president,
called the document "merely a
continuation budget." He
pointed out that the increase in
general fund expenditure is a
reflection of higher fixed
cods—salary adjustments,
employee benefits and utilities.
Dr. Harold E. Eversmeyer
was included in the budget as
the new acting chairman of the
department of biological
sciences, effective July 1, to
replace Dr. Hunter Hancock,
retiring chairman of the
department.
Another action of the board in
approving the budget was the
merging of two departments—
(See Regents, Page 12)

WALK-A- liars- Approximately 150 studests took part in the atom] (erebral Palsy Walk-Aheld to raise
Mon, held Saturday here. The event, sponsored by Kappa Deka aliforray State, was
Staff Photo by David MI
funds for the Cerebral Palsy drive.

Spaghetti, Macapni, Citifken And
Seafood Top Menu As Boycott Begins

lent Hannon_
Troop Winner
Ken Harmon was named as
the winner of the annual inspection held by Boy Scout
Troop 77, of the First Christian
Church. The uniform inspection
is a program event that is a part
of the annual charter renewal
Harmon is a Life Scout.
Mrs. Nadine Turner
Second place went to Eagle
Scout Brad Boone and third
place to Life Scout Donnie
Henry.
First Lieutenant Larry-Doyle,
Company D, 3rd Bn., 398th
Regiment, 100th Division Army
Mrs. Nadine Turner, director
Reserve, was the inspecting
of nursing at Murray-Calloway
officer and commented that
Hospital, has been
County
selecting the "Best Dressed"
named to the Kentucky Board of
scout was difficult because the
Nursing Education and Nurse
boys all wore the uniform so
Registration by Gov. Wendell
well.
Ford.
Unit elections were also
The Murray woman was
conducted and new officers
named along with Mrs.
chosen were Senior Patrol
Charlotte Denny of Richmond to
Leader Barry Wells, Assistant
the board.
Senior Patrol Leader Bryan
• Mrs.Turner is now serving as Warner,Scribe Claude Johnson,
secretary of the Nursing Ad- Quartermaster Ernie Dodd,
Occupational
ministration
Librarian Jon Noffsinger,
Section of the American Nurses Patrol Leaders Donnie Henry,
to
elected
was
She
-Association.
Frank Gilliam, Mike Skinner,
this office at the annual con- and Kent Harmon.
vention held last June in
Boys, eleven years old and
Detroit, Mich.
Interested in scouting, are inThe nursing director is a past vited to attend the unit meetings
president of the Kentucky Monday night at 6:30 p.m. at the
Nurses Association and a First Christian Church.
member of the Kentucky
League for Nursing and District
.13 of the Nurses Association.
Mrs. Turner received her
R.N. diploma from Norton's
Infirmary, Louisville, her B.S.
degree in nursing from Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tenn., and her Master's in
Education from Murray*State
University.
She and her husband, Thomas
A. Turner, who is also with the
local hospital, reside in Murray.

Mrs. Turner Is
Named To Board

Spaghetti, macaroni, chicken
and seafood topped the Sunday
dinner menus for thousands of
Americans on the opening day
of a week-long meat boycott
protesting high prices._
Most meat markets were
closed on Sunday,so it was hard
to judge whether housewives
were crossing beef, lamb and
pork off their shopping lists.
President Nixon announced
last Thursday night that a
ceiling on the price of all beef,
pork, and lamb was to go into
effect today. But leaders of
consumer groups said the
boycott would be held anyway
because the ceiling would not be
effective.
Although some New York
restaurants reported patrons
asking for more meatless dishes
than usual, a spot check of
restaurants in the Chicago area
showed most restaurants doing
a booming business.
"Right now we've got a
waiting line of 20 minutes, and
I've seen a lot of steaks going
by," said Fred Marianos,
service manager at a Chicago
restaurant where the best steak
costs $7.50.
....
A random sanizitintOfDetroit
area supermarkets showed
customers in large numbers
were avoiding meat counters.

"We've been selling chicks&
Cheri
that's all," said
Killingsworth,e meat clerk ate
Detroit food store. An assistant
manger at another chain stove
Weed that it was"really bad."
Joining the ranks of meat
boycotters in Michigan was the
Rainbow People's party, formerly known as the White
irty. A party
Panther
spokesman explained, "Meet
prices are criminal, and we're
in favor of all political action
like this."
Dolly Cole, wife of the
president of General Motors,

Margaret Trevathan To
Speak At Delta Meet
"Oral History In Your
Library" will be the subject of
the program to be presented by
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan of the
Public
County
Calloway
Library at the meeting of the
Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club to be
held Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at...the
._
club house.
Mrs. Jack Kennedy will be
program chairman for the
meeting.
Hostesses will be Miss Hazel
Tarry, Mrs. Mavis McCamish,
Mrs. Clinton Roweltt, Mrs.
Raymond Dixon, and Mrs. Joe
Nell Rayburn.

Mrs. Roberta Tarry's

said her family wasn't
boycotting meat. She added,
"But I really don't think we
have steak more than once
•
every two weeks or so."
Mrs. Cole said she cut up
leftover rump roast to make
hash for Sunday dinner. She
said, "We like hash."
In Waterville, Maine, Pat
Gorman served her family of
nine a macaroni loaf made with
cheese, macaroni, tuna fish,
evaporated milk, onions, eggs
and pimentoes. Mrs. Gorman,
who helped organize the Maine
boycott, said, "My husband
Likes spicier foods, but the lads
loved it."
(See Boycott, Page 12)
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Mike Bank of Munn

By M.C. GARROTT
and
science
Murray
mathematics students captured
a lion's share of the top three
awards in the 30 major
categories of the ninth annual
Regional
West Kentucky
Science and Mathematics Fair,
held Saturday at Murray State
University.
Murrayans—
The
representing Murray High
School, Murray Middle School
and the Murray University
Scheol—took 19 of the top
awards. more than any other
among the
thil
sented
group reps%.
record 630 e hits judged.
.sw%e won by
Fifteen of
students from the Mray State
University School, with the
remaining four being won by
the students in the city schools.
Mark West and Billy McCoart, fifth grade students at
the University School, also
shared in the Grand Award for
the best project in the fair with
their chromatography exhibit.
Tying with them were Tom
Bellew and Tim Estes, students
at the Heath Middle School with
their exhibit on bread mold,
which also was the first-place
project in the biology category
for junior high groups.
SCIENCE FAIR WINNER: Jeffrey Reed, a fifth grade student
The two University School
at the Ntwray State University School explains the group project
youths also won two other
.Infthhch he participated to two of the judges at the 9th annual
categories with their Grand .
-West Kentucky Science and Mathematics Fair Saturday at
best
project—the
Award
professor
associate
Murray State University. Grady Cantrell, an
qementary project in the fair
In the Department of Mathematics at the University, and Mike
and first place in the category
Casteel, a math major from Henderson. The project, entitled
for elementary groups in
mathematics
the
in
"Pascal's Triangle," won second place
physics. Their teacher, Miss
category for elementarj groups, and working with Jeffrey on it
Verona Rogers, also receives a
were Kent Eversmeyer and Doug Reed.
plaque as part of the Grand
Award.
The 630 exhibits, involving
more than 1,000 elementary and
secondary school students,
represented an increase of 130
projects more than were judged
in last year's show.
Forty-five West Kentucky
schools were 'represented
H. Bernasconi, gathered his those kinds of things."
Army Capt. Robert T. White, among the projects, an increase
and
14-year-old
mother
last American to be released
the
daughter into his arms and wept
(see Science, Page 12)
was limfor joy Sunday as the crowd by the Communists,
he arrived Sunday at
when
ping
and
sang
cheered thunderously
Clark Air Base in the Philip- Willard Ails To Speak
.
"God Bless America.",
processing. He was
In Massachusetts, freed POW pines for
in the
Air Force Maj. Fernando liberated by the Viet C,ong
At Meeting On Wednesday
his light
where
Delta,
Meking
Alexander told a welcoming
had been shot
Willard J. Alls, pharmacist at
crowd: 'We traveled almost observation plane
the Murray-Calloway County
halfway around the world down.
Doctors at Clark today Hospital and chairman of the
today, Thank God it was all the
Calloway County Drug Council,
(See POW, Page 12)
way home."
will speak at the general
In
Texas, ex-POW Capt.
of the Woman's
meeting
William A. Silencer arriving United Methodist Women
Missionary Union of the First
home said: "It's nice to be in
Baptist Church to be held
the land of the Stars and Stripes To Hold Luncheon Meet
Wednesday, April 4, at 6:30 p.m.
and Playboy magazine and
The United Methodist Women at the church.
The pharmacist will speak
of the First United Methodist
Church, Murray, will meet and show a. film on "Drug
Tuesday at ten a.m. at the Abuse."
The Kathleen Jones Group
church with Mrs Olga Freeman
as guest speaker.
will be in charge of the program
Sheriff Clyde Steele reported
Following the program a with Miss Jane Rainey, Mrs.
that the Sheriff's department luncheon will be held in the Solon Darnell, and Mrs.' Jake
picked up three persons over social hall. • All interested Dunn as committee menThers.
cold persons are invited to attend,
for
weekend
the
All women of the church are
checking. One„Af the persons according to Mrs. Otis Erwin, Invited to attend, according to
was picked up from Mayfield president, and Mrs. Joe Prince, Mrs. Durwood Beatty, WA4i
authorities, Steele said.
director.
membership chairman.

AReturn Of --Last Known-American
POW Delayed By Malaria AtEck

Tarry,
Roberta
Mrs.
Lakeway Shores, member of
the • Murray Art Guild, has a
showing of her art work at the
main office of the Bank of
Murray.
Her work shows paintings in
oils and pastels depicting
scenes of familiar landmarks in
this area including. an oil
painting of the Lynn Grove
Milling Co., country roads and
lake scenes as well as still life's
in her collection. Her work has
been showin in Lexington,
Hopkinsville and other places in
the area.

By The Associated Press
In the Philippines, the last
known American prisoner of
war was suffering from a slight
case of malaria today that may
delay his return home to home
soil by a day.
•
In California, a recently freed
POW, Air Force U. Col. Louis

Kappa Department To
Hear Dr. Bartholomy
Dr. John Bartholomy. Ph

D.,
will speak on "Speech and
Hearing Services" at the
meeting of the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's
Club to be held Tuesday at 7:30
p.m. at the club house.
The inspiration will be by
Mrs. Bob Billington.
Mrs. Bill Burnette, Mrs Dale
Cochran, Mrs. Tommy Chrisp,
Mrs. William Fandrich, and
Mrs. Sidney ..Easley will be
hostesses.

The Weather
Partly cloudy and mild today,
high in low and mid 60s. Tonight
fair and cooler, low around 40.
Tuesday slowly increasing
cloudiness and mild, high in mid
and upper 6(s.
Extended Outlook
Outlook for Wednesday
through Friday: partly cloudy
with seasonable temperatures
and chance of rain late in the
period. Daytime highs in the
low to mid 60s. Nighttime lows
in the low to mid 40s.
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In Our 94th Year

Member of Associated Press

KIWI HARMON, ille Scout of Boy Scout Troop 77, was selected as winner of-the Unit Annual
Inspection of the troop. First Lt. tarry Doyle of Army Reserve, left, was the inspecting officer.

Three Cited By
Sheriff's Office

Bro. Wayne Earnest

Bro. Wayne Earnest
Speaker For West
Murray Meeting
Bro. Wayne Earnest will be
the speaker in the gospel
meeting to open tonight
(Monday) at 7:30 p.m. at the
West Murray Church of Christ,
Doran Road and Holiday DriVe,
just south of the new Murray
High School.
The services will be held each
evening at 7:30 p.m. through
Saturday ,land on Sunday at
10:50 a.m.'and six p.m. with
Bible study at ten a.m.
Bro. Earnest is from Union
City, Tenn. The public is invited
to attend all services, a church
spokefman said
FREE PUP
A blotkl, short-haired, female
pup, five months old, that is
gentle,
and
lovable,
housebroken, is free to someone
to give it a good home. For
thformation call 753-8468 after
five p.m.

StR;CLEGG Austin,chairman of the Sigma 1)eaartment of the Murray Woman's Club, preseaded
a check for $100.00 to Terry Goodwin,director of the Calloway County High School band, to be used Is
aid inthe purchase of riew hand urafonns

A
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Parents protesting forced
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Today
arsaAgo
Tett-YeLEDGES
Tirdss TisS
• R T (Dock ) Parker. age 89, died yesterday at the
Murray Hospital±.
The lakeside cabin of Mr. and Mrs. V.tqfg‘rr was
A
nestroyed by fire on March 31.
Four veteran Tappan Company employees of the
Murray Division will attend the annual banquet of
the firm's 2.5 year club at Mansfield, Ohio. They are
aiI Cordrey, Harold Kilgore, Gilbert Seafos, and •
;John Pocock_
. The Tri-Hi-Y Club of Murray High School was
6imed a "Triple A"--Club in the state at the 18th
imnual youth assembly_ held at Lexington and
Frankfort
'kpar) lc•51.14kion

DRUG PUSHERS GET LENIENCY
!Mtf,Ellin McDougal broughtug some colias and
,
fa cactus plant yesterday," from the Olumn, "Seen
\
Heard Around Murray."
. Billie R. Andrus. FA with the U.S. Navy,is visiting
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Merle Andrus of Dexter.
tikbas just completed a six months tour of duty_in:
17ar Eastern waters aboard the Aircraft carrier ,
•
;...*Kearsarge.
Members of the cast of(he play, "It's A Date," to
7-be presented April 3 by the sophomore class Of
:Kirksey High School are Shebus Bazzell, Janice
:Cain, Betty Johnson, Teddy Beane, Brent Adams,
Elmer 'Riley, Charles Coleman, Billy Smith, Eugene
;Robertson, Linda Hurt, Shelby Parker. Maxine
'acmes, Sue Culver, Charlotte Riley, and Barbara
Doores.
"Off Limits" with Bob' Hope, Mickey Rooney, and
'Marilyn Maxwell is showing at the Varsity Theatre.
,
-

Courts mask public enemy._

i

Isn't It The Truth!

'Antique Flea Market
To Be Held, Bardslown

Majorette Auditions Tolle Held, MSU

By HAL BOYLE .
NEW YORK (AP) — Your
wrinkles are getting wrinkles if

is at the end of the ride, rather
than safety or education.
This was the message Dr.
You can still remember the
Thomas F. Pettigrew brought
names of the Rover Boys
first
of
the National Association
Independent Schools' annual and the Bobbsey twins.
Anything unusual that hapconvention in Washington,
D.C., recently Mang with a pens reminds you of something
verbal spanking and hiS pre- like it but even more unusual
scription for realizing the that happened 25 years ago.
"American Dream" through
You wonder why younger
integrated schools.
men at the office waste time
Pettigrew, in effect, at- staring at themselves in the
tempted a comparison of pub- washroom mirror when they
lic and private schools by pre- comb their hair. When you look
senting one side of an issue, in the mirror, you don't see
supporting it with measures anything worth a second
of questionable validity. The
Harvard University social glance. before taking your
Even
psychologist is a leading stucan
dent and proponent of school blood pressure your doctor
points.
three
within
it
predict
integration. He frequently
The insurance company
_ testifies before Congress, the
courts and advises the U.S. writes you a letter and tells you
that your policy is paid up at
Office of Education.
He urged private school of- last.
ficials to make greater efforts
Now and then you get so mad
to integrate their schools. He at things in general that you sit
said private schools must down and write a long letter to
minimize the negative affects your congressman asking him
they have had on racial de- what the hell does the governsegregation.
ment think it is doing anyway.
To desegregate public
You think people are crazy
schools, Pettigrew suggested who read articles in the newscounty
and
city
merging
and magazines telling
school systems as federal - papers
courts already have ordered how to beat inflation. You know
in Detroit, Mich., and Rich- there is no way on earth this
mond, Va. The constitu- can be done.
tionality of these mergers will

the sufPresident Nixon has reminded us words, "persist in living off
others."
in his radio message on crime that fering of
In the parade of drug offenders
"public enemy No. 1" in America
our _courts, for instance,
through
a
as
identified
can no lorigtt-te
drugslitiliturname and face-on a wanted poster. convictions for sale of
charge,
typical
The
rare.
prisingly
our
The greatest criminal threat to
possesfor
is
prosecute,
to
easier
is
It
menacing.
more
society is far
to sell.
intent
with
possession
drug abuse, and it is exacting a toll sion, or
these
in
sentences
the
of
nature
The
throughout
in ever-widening circles
disquieting.
times
at
is
cases
we
forces
the
all
defying
our society,
A man convicted of smuggling
have so far arrayed against it.
Despite impressive seizures of 1,700 pounds of marijuana received
contraband in the effort to pinch off the wrist-slap of probation. How
the flow of drugs into this country, could a person carrying such a
they remain available on an illicit quantity of marijuana be anything
market reaching into every city and but a supplier or a pusher? A man
town. The predatory addict and caught with 23,000 amphetamide
en no confinement
_t••
—21. .7.
user, supporting his expensive habit,. tablets was
fine, Is that how we
is the primary cause of the increase and only a
in crimes of violence on our streets. equate the imPact of these "uppers"
Drugs are a Tactor in the decay of in- among the people- lining up-to buy
by Carl Riblet Jr.
ner-city neighborhoodS and our wel- them on the black market? Another
All history, most literature, every newspaper and
problem. The public is picking defeEdant convicted of possession of
fare
iven some of the naughty magazines clearly
bills in higher budgets for po- heroin with intent to sell left the
the
up
a•eflect that citizens have almost always disliked
and the courts and it higher in- courtroom free on probation. Is this
lice
ipoliticians. Then why do some people seek political
surance rates.
what our laws intend?
:office? For possession of power, that's why! Those
Far worse is the incalculable cost
President Nixon is asking -Con:who have power can seold, push, grind and
in human terms. Heroin addiction is gress for 'tougher federal drug,penthe
say
:manipulate the powerless; which,is to
rampant across the land. Addictive alties, ranging from a minimum 5isuckers.
misuse of barbiturates is described year sentence for selling heoin up to
"I do not admire-p—oliticians, but
as epidemic. The availability of life imprisonment without parole for
when they are excellent in their
drugs has transformed the atmo- second-offenders. These are not too
sphere on college and high school severe, but the federal and state
way, one cannot help allowing them
campuser. Even elementary schools drug statutes already On the books
their due."
are no longer immune. Thousands of are not particularly mild. What the
—Horace Walpole
young people are wandering down lax says is one thing. The attitude of
---T
the blind alley of a "drug culture" judges toward plea bargaining, s reand
motivation
of
them
V.-discover Kentucky
that robs
pended sentences and probation is
sponsibility and leaves many in a another. The destructive force of
squirrel cage of addiction from drug abuse and addiction in our sociwhich they may never escape. ety is simply not being reflected in
Drugs truly have become a poison in the compromise pleas, mild senour national bl000dstream.
tences and generosity in probation
So prevalent is the use of mari- which characterize the disposition of
juana, at the bottom rung of the drug the typical drug casein our courts.
a Lexington art glass enthusiast
By Helen Price Stacy
ladder, that police often ignore it on
f: Double Wedding Ring, discovered she owned a rare
A great educational eftrt is being
grounds that their limited manpowrange Tree, Windmill and piece of Tiffany.
to awaken our population to
made
. re.
up
drying
er should be directed to
Flea market manager Don
ff, Greek Key may of or may not be
This will never
sources of supply in the drug under- the danger of drugs.
names of quilts, but in this in- Corner reports there will be
the tide of
back
turning
in
succeed
world. The distributor, the pusher,
dance those names singify more than 500 parking spaces
traffic in
who
those
until
abuse
drug
be
has
stuff"
for cars and that the local Boy . the traffic,ker in "hard
, patterns of Carnival glass.
are
them
popularize
heTp
The glar- —drugs andIf you attend the Sixth Annual Scout troop will be in charge or- ingA
i
come the primary arget.
criminal
dangerous
the
as
treated
Antique Flea Market in Bard- a sandwich shop. Corner points
is
truth is, howev ,that the law
• alown, April 14-15, you might out that "visitors will find a
more effec ve in dealing — the public enemies — that they
hardly
see extensive displays of this relaxing atmosphere at Bardwith those who, in Mr. Nixon's are.
; highly collectible type of glass. stown, along with fine
.e'
You might also see many restaurants, and a choice of 255
- beautiful handmade quilts as motel rooms."
Bardstown has sufficient arts
!well as handcrafted and antique
and crafts shops, historic
Jewelry.
r The flea market is termed buildings and entertainment to
Majorette auditions for the each year," Reichmuth em- for the eight-member flag
"the event of the year" M a city make the trip to the flea market
1973-74 "Marching Thorough- phasized. "Auditions consist of bearer unit for next year will be
noted worldwide for My Old a family weekend.
In addition to finding bred Band" at the Murray State a solo routine, and each girl is held during the band capip.
. Kentucky Home, "The Stephen
E.. Foster Story," its distillery bargains in most collecting University will be held on the also asked to march to the Girls interested in the
•-• industry, museum and art fields, the countryside in and campus on Saturday, April 28. band's percussion cadences and majorette auditions may get
Roger Reichmuth, marching to learn an impromptu routine applications or further inaround this famous city will
• C011ection.
hand
director, said the tryouts in groups of four and eight." formation by contacting: Roger
; Approximately 100 dealers in offer a bonus bargain in spring
will begin at 1 p.m. in the band
Judging of the auditions is Reichmuth, Marching Band
S glass, china, guns, buttons, beauty.
If it's a period sofa, a wood- room on the second floor of the based on showmanship, routine Director, Room 343, Price
brass, books, bottles, furniture,
quilts, lamps, Indian relics, pegged cabinet, Mary Gregory Price Doyle Fine Arts Center; variety, speed 'control and Doyle Fine Arts Center. Murray
,•,; clocks, watches, knives, tools bottle, Silver Slipper -pocket Girls with twirling or majocette precision, smoothness and State University, Murray, Ky.,
P▪ and toys will show and sell their
knife, Liberty Bell pattern glass experience who will be students gracefulness, and general 42071, telephone 762-4151 .751wares.
!
or a Kentucky Rifle you long to at Murray State next fall are appearance. Two professional lice) or 753-9754 (home).
twirling teachers will assist
: The Bardstown flea market is acquire, you just might find it at encouraged to audition.
To include up to eight &is Reichmuth in the judging.
; an education in itself. For Bardstown.
Stvordfish have been known
Majorette selections are
Large signs wilt direct all next year, the majorette line
; novice collectors who want to
drive their beaks into two
will
be
featured
with
the
at
band
to
being
the
made
in
spring,
;' learn as well as buy, there are travelers to the event. If you
of solid-wood plalking
inches
all
appearances.
so
Majorettes
explained,
Reichmuth
the
dealers who will give clues as to wish information about any part
when annoyed, •
owboat
r
a
in
execute
feature
numbers during girls will have an opportunity to
; age, pattern and other iden- of the flea market, contact
tifying marks of various ar- manager Don Corner at 309 each show and are encouraged work together before reporting
.", tides.
South 6th Street, Bardstown, to present solo routines at home to the annual band camp on the
Demand for forest products
Ky. 40004, Phone 502-348-8503. basketball games, as well as campus Aug. 72-25, the week will increase by 60 per cent by
flea
•
At
Bardstown
recent
r
markets, an area gun collector Saturday hours will be from 10 participating in precision prior to fall semester the year 3000, the U.S. Forest
registration.
'learned that he possessed a a.m. toll pins and Sunday hours routines with the /sand.
predicts.
"Positions in the line are open
Auditions for dram ma)or and service
prised Brown Bess musket and will be from 11 a.m.to 6 p.m.

Ill
Ill

You Have Wrinkled
Wrinkles When ...

busing to desegregate schools
really are worried about who

Thi outstandiaa-cisic assetIts Ownrairiiirs
is the Integrity of ItS tsmiespaper

-rii Ago ratiiif
Yea

According to Boyle . . .

be decided- by the U.S. Supreme Court later uus year.
Pettigrew said congressional enactment of administration-supported bills allowing nonpublic school parents
tax credit for tuition would increase integration and segregation depending on geographic area. "It will have
more negative affects where
integration is most needed,"
he said.
He also recommends mammoth parks with public and
nonpublic schools from kindergarten through high school
that would attract pupils from
a wide enough area to break
segregated housing patterns.
Such educational parks
might cost $50 11111110n, he
The professor -said white
parents say they fear integration will affect their children's
safety and the quality of their.
education. Pettigrew noted
that his research discloses
about 44 per cent of the nation's 45.3 million public
school pupils already ride
buses to and from school.
"Only 3 per cent are bused for
integration. Many more are
bused for racial segregation.
School buses are four times as
safe as • regular buses; 40
times as safe as automobiles.

"There is no research showing that white or upper class
kids are hurt in achievement
in desegregated schools when
they remain in the majority.
The political pressure most
white educators feel is from
white parents asking, 'What
will happen to my kid?" We
see that nothing happens to
them. Achievement increases
in quite a number of schools."
Pettigrew did not say in how many achievement decreased; what happens when
"white or upper-class" pupils
are in the minority; how this
is related to independent,

The training, which is set up
to prepare the cadets for-their
alined Willmar camp,will take
piece at Ft. (ampbell.
The three-day event will
consist of training and practical
exercises with the M-16 rifle
and the compass. In addition,
the 70 Murray State cadets will
have a chance to tour the Army
post and observe the regular
Army units.
All the Murray cadets will go
through the day and night
compass courses. However,
only the juniors will fire the M16 rifle for record.
'The Hopkinsville Battalion
with faef companies that meet
at the Hopkinsville Reserve
Center and one company based
in Princeton, have conducted
similar training for West
Kentucky reserve units for the
past four years. This will make
the third year for giving
training for the Murray State
cadets.
The Reservists, who are

Member schools must hatte
and follow an open admissions
policy, although it is unclear
how the association enforces
the policy. Black enrollment
has increased, Potter said,
from about 3,000 pupils among
240,000 enrolled in membet
schools to about 10,000 youngsters aifiong the estimated

curvet enrollment of 210,000.
The NAIS official said that
40 per cent of ?lack pupils pay
their own way: 60 per cent receive finaricial aid and a third
of all sdholarships go to
blacks. Although association
members 'probably are The
most 'visible of the indepen-

dent schools, they enroll only
about 21 per cent of the nation's 5.2 millitaP-monpublic
school pupils not in Archdiocesan C.athotic facilIties

III

III

sip.
When you occasionally review

III

your life, you are pleasantly
surprised at the numbte -.et
people you have outlived. h. •__
Your job is no longer --so
much of a challenge and an adventure as it is a sanctuary and
a refuge.
Reading a column such as
this makes you feel so old you
look in the mirror to see if your
wrinkles actually are getting
wrinkles.

conducting the training on
voluntary basis, will aLso be
responsible for housing and
feeding the cadets with support
from the Regular Army units at
Ft. Campbell.
The student cadets are
scheduled to go through the
orienteering course Thursday
(April 5th) afternoon and the
night compass course later that
evening. The two land
navigation courses will be
under the supervision of the
men of Company D, commanded by Capt. Walla& C
Adams, and Company B.
corrunanded by Capt. Eugene F
Rogers.
Friday,'" morning the cadets
will fire for record with the M-16
rifle. The range will be run by
the men of Companies A and E
of the reserve battalion. Capt.
Lindsay Freeman is the commander of Company A and
Capt. William C. White III is the
Company E cominander.
The cadets and the reservists
will attend a banquet Friday
night at the post officers club.
Main speaker for the evening

will be Maj. Gen. John Cushman, commanding general of
Ft. Campbell.
Saturday morning the cadets
will undergo training on the 34foot jump tower and the rappelling platform before dodeparting for Murray at 12:30
that afternoon.
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Bible Thoughtfor Today

_ First be reconciled to thy brother, and then come
and offer thy gift.—Matthew 5:24.
tion; and he did not discuss
Jesus stressed the treatment of our fellow men,
the data's validity. He
"Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of
'claimed people graduating -these my brethren, ye have done it unto_ine."
schools do--irclal-integrated
(Matthew 25:40)
much better in life in social

ment tests,_.
Cary Potter, NA president:- took issue with Pettigrew's charge of tokenism.
Potter
_said the association begasipintegration programs
seven or eight years ago.

Ill

something that Is worth listening to because it makes real
sense. You wonder how the old
girl got so smart all at once.
Half the time when you're
girl-watching you're thinking of
something else.
You talk more about the weather than you do about sex -because, after all, it is really.
more interesting. For one
thing, it changes pretty often.
You're one of the last guys in
the office to hear any new gos-

schools with a completely different philosophy and opera-

and economic terms and to a
greater degree than expected•
tom improvements shown on

Ill

couple more grandchildren.
Occasionally your wife says

Reserveslo tonduct
Training For Cadets
-The Hopkinsville Battalion
with four companies that meet
at the Hopkinsville Reserve
Center and one company based
in Princeton have conducted
similar training for West
KentuAy reserve units for the
past four years. This will make
the third year for giving
training for the Murray State
cadets.

Ill

It comes as something of a
minor shock to you to realize
that by now you are probably
too old to inherit money from
anybody.
Your son is beginning to show
a little gray in his sideburns.
If it weren't so much trouble,
you wouldn't mind having a

I
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Ci0530greeie NOW TthurE.
Ms'sae awessesema easy mein pima gen.
JON VOIGHT BURT REYNOLDS
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Winner of 2 Academy Awards
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"
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ale 4101W. Magma SIMONS
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Reserve Performance Tickets on sale during
boxoffice hours for the 7:30 Feature
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good day to
start Saving
at Say-Rite!
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Colgate Toothpaste

SPORT SHIRTS
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with Fluoride

Permanent Press •
Soft, beautiful
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Fights Tooth Decay

or dart with white checks for all occasions!

Crystal---Cut Glass Ash Tray
by Rossini
Bealtifui Cut Glass Ash Tray to
Compliment All Types of Furnishings

7-oz. Family Size
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FosterGrant
Sunglasses for Men,
Women and Children!
All shapes)
All styles,
All colors!

Men's Sunglasses
$ 149—$2oo—$249—$3
Ladies Sunglasses
$ 1 49.4249.$3oo.$349.$5oo

3 Dunce
Unbreakable
Tube for
Softer Hair

Clip Ons-Clip and Flip
Kiddie Sunglasses
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All of These Retail Values At Low Discount Prices

'1.0% Value
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Interest Is---Growing
In Chinese Cooking
By TOM HOGE
AP Neweleatares Writer
Several weeks ago. Oriental communities from
New York to San Francisco
ushered in the Chinese New
Year with a round of feasting in
public restaurants and private
homes that featured the classic
dishes of old China and a few
new variations
It has always puzzled me how
the Chinese manage to keep
track of the date the holiday
falls on since it is based on the
waning and waxing of the moon
Twelve twee cycles correspond
roughly to our months, but they
total 354 days instead of 365, so
the date must be elusive for
anyone trying to live by a western calendar The holiday falls
at varying times between our
Jan 20 and Feb 20, at the
inception of the second new
moon after Dec 72, the winter
solstice
Butchers serving oriental
communities do a land office
business in pork at this time of
the year. because for the Chinese, pork is as much a traditional part of the lunar new
year as turkey is at Thanksgivmg time in American homes
Traditionally the Chinese
holiday starts off with a dragon
parade through the streets and

tax

DEAR ABBY: I hear they are trying to pass a law
making it legal to let people die just by discontinuing
treatment. They say it will be used so old people who are
incurably sick won't have to linger and suffer after all hope
for recovery is gone.
The thought of this is frightening WHO will decide who
is old enough and sick enough?
If you know anything about '"euthaeasia"—which in
plain English means "mercy killing." please state your
CONCERNED IN MIAMI
views

On 5th Birthday
Ron Allen Hargis was
honored with a party in
celebration of his fifth birthday
on March 11. The event was held
.an Saturday, March 10, at onethirty o'clock at his home on the
Benton Road.
- The honored person opened
his gifts and refreshments of
cake, decorated in the circus
theme and a gift of his grand-parents, Mr. and Mrs. Coy Hale,
along with ice cream and punch
were served by his mother,
Mrs. Ronald Hargis, assisted by
Miss Rhonda Darnell.
Games were played with the
prizes going to Amy Miller,
Jimmy Hale, and Dedra Darnell. Each guest was presented
party favors and hats.
Children present were Thenia
Young, Jimmy Hale, Lisa Hale,
Jackie Hale, Teresa Hale,
Larry Darnell, Dedra Darnell,
Teresa Winchester, Lora
Winchester, Amy Miller, Kim
Borders, and the honoree.

Since President Nixon made
his historic visit to mainland
China last year, there has been
a sharp upsurge of American
interest in Chinese food. New
Chinese restaurants have been
cropping up all over the country. and my grocer tells rue that
there has been a run on the
Chinese food products on his
shelves Most of these dishes
are economical and easy to prepare. Here is a Chinese recipe
for sweet and sour pork adapted
for use in American kitchens
1 pound ground pork
I can 7 1/2 ounce) water
chestnuts drained and
coarsely grated
1 egg
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1/4 cup salad oil
1/4 cup white wine
1 box t 19 ounce) sweet arid sour
. dinner
I_ package 16 ounce) frozen,
shelled and devemed shrimp,
cooked and drained
1 cup sliced scallions
1 garlic clove chopped
I can (3 ounce) chow mein
noodles
In medium bowl, mix pork.
water cheetnuts, egg. salt and
pepper Shape mixture into
1-inch balls. In large skillet,
heat oil Brown meatballs on all
sides Mix wine with the glaze
mix contained in svfeet and sour
dinner Pour over meat and
simmer, stirring until liquid is
almost absorbed. Add shrimp.
scallions and garlic Stir in
sweet and sour sauce. Simmer
till hot and bubbling Serve on a
bed of chow mein noodles.
Serves 6

MISS AMERICA.SHOES
The shoe for all
your activities
(spectator and otherwise)
Fun stuff to wear. Trendy
shoes with that classic
spectator.feeling. Just
one from Miss America's
collection.

Miss Cynthia Carol Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Jones, of Mayfield Route One announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their only
daughter, Cynthia Carol, to Jimmy W. Gills, son of Mrs. Lurdene
Brannon, 113 North 14th Street, Mayfield, and Jeff Gills, 259
Brand Street, Mayfield.
Miss Jones will be a 1973 graduate of Sedalia High School and
she plans to attend Draughon's Business College, Paducah.
Mr. Gills,a 1970 graduate of Sedalia High School, is now serving
in the United States Army.
The wedding will be solemnized on Thursday. June 14, at six
o'clock in the evening at the Burnett's Chapel United Methodist
Church. All friends and relatives are invited to attend. No formal
invitations will be sent.

Raymond Dixon, and Joe Nell
Monday, April 2
The Esther Class of Memorial Rayburn.
Baptist Church will meet at the
The Kappa Department of the
The next meeting will be held
home of Mrs. Billie Farley at
Murray Woman's Club will on Monday, April 30, at the
seven p.m.
meet at the club hou,se at 7:30 library with Mrs. Solop Bucy as
Ann Hasseltine Class of p.m. with Dr. John Barthokeny the leader for the discussion on
Memorial Baptist Church will as speaker Hostesses are St Paul's Letters to the
meet at the home of Mrs. Opal Mesdames Bill Burnette, Dale Corinthians.
Cochran, Tommy Chrisp,
Reeves at seven p.m.
William Fandrich, and Sidney
Easley.
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Tuesday, April 3
Sisterhood will meet at the
home of Mrs. Hugh Oakley, at The Christian Pathlighters
7:30 p.m. with Mary Jane will meet at the Calvary Temple
the Pentecostal Church of God from
giving
Timmerman
program on "Current Trends seven to 8:30 p.m. Fon information call 753-4508.
InArnerica Art." '
Wednesday, April 4
Lottie Moon Group of the
Bridge will be played at the
First Baptist Church will meet
Oaks Country Club by the ladies
at the home of Mrs. Richard
at 9:15 a.m. Make reservations
Walkerr-at T:30 p.m.
by Tuesday noon with Joyce
Thomas 753-9442.
•
Kathleen Jones Group of the
First Baptist Church will meet
Cancer and Venereal Disease
at the home of Mrs. Jake Dunn
Clinic continues from six to nine
at 7:15 p.m.
p.m. in the MSU infirmary,
Dog Training Obedience Wells Hall.
Classes will start at 7:30 p.m. at
Paris Dog Training Club, Parte,
The ladies day luncheon will
Tenn., at 7:30 p.m. For in- be served at the Murray
formation call Ann West, Lynn Country Club at noon. ReserGrove, phone 435-5442.
vations should be made by noon
All Groups of the Baptist
Women and Baptist Young
Women of the Hazel Baptist
Church will meet at the church
at 6:30 p.m. The program will
be by the BYW.
—

Group II of the First Christian
Church CWF will meet at two
p.m. with Mrs. Greg Miller with
Mrs. Jean Bordeaux as
cohoetess. Mrs. Harlan Hodges
will have the program.
OIS:
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p/rn.
Murray TOES Club will meet
at the Health tenter at 6:30
pin

ADAMS
SHOE .STORE
Downtown Murray

A

Open Friday 'Til 8:00

Monday by calling Mrs. Cecil
Farris 753-2205. Other hostesses
are Mesdames Bernard D. Bell,
J. Donald Brock, Thomas E.
Brown, Robert Buckingham;
Ted F. Billington, Ronald W.
Churchill, Vernon Cohoon, Joe.
Dick, James E. Diuguid, and C.
Wayne Doran. Hostesses for
bridge are Mrs. Don Hunter and
Mrs. Donald Jones.
Senior Citizens will meet at
Douglas Center from one to
three p.m. to make Easter
Decorations.

DEAR ABBY: Cigaret smoke makes me sick. Yet if
someone asks, "Do you mind if I smoke?" I find myself
saying, "Not at all. Go ahead." Then I could kick myself.
NO GUTS
There must be a better way to handle this.
DEAR NO (iL"rS: There Is. The next time someone
asks: "Do you mind If I smoke?" reply: "Not if you don't
mind if I cboke!"
DEAR ABBY - Randy and I botkiittend the University of
Oregon and plan to be married sometime this summer
Randy has been writing our marriage service and he has
one part in there I am not so sure of. He wants me to say,
"I [my name) promise to love, cherish, and live in Oregon
with this name] in sickness and in health, poverty and
wealth, etc."
I love Oregon, too, Abby, and I'm afraid if he includes
that in the marriage service, people will laugh, and I don't
want anybody laughing during the marriage vows.
ELSIE IN EUGENE
Should we leave it in?
DEAR ELSIE: TeU Randy that living is Oregon is *
privilege—not a duty, and to.leave it oat!

PLENTY
PROFITS*
Miles way

The Baptist Women and
Baptist Young Women of Flint
Baptist Church will both meet
at the church at seven p.m.
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Women
and Baptist Young
Women will meet at the church
at seven p.m.

('he Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
The NatitiATalette Garden
meet at the club house at 7:30
at the Comp.m. with Mrs. Margaret Club will meet
: 30 p.m. with
1
at
Center
munity
speaker.
as
Trevathan
Charlie StUbbfefield as
Hostesses will' be Miss Hazel
Tarry, Mesdames Mavis Me- hostess and Mrs. Humphrey
leader
CatIsh,- Clinton Rowlett, Key as program
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Extra time? Earn extra cash.Pay yourself $12 per hour. Build a Miles
Precut Home. Do it yourself and save thousands. No need to save cash
for big down payment. Build it and pay yourself, instead. No need to pay
high labor costs. You save on labor, materials and time. Payments are less
because you owe less. Free delivery. Write now!
ATALOGON MILES. BUILD IT YOURSELF HOMEn
C.
.,
fatete4.

LI
eltifer-1,01" — •

/.

Aoaress
C.ty, State Ze:.

MILE

INES.

, Ry.
125 E. Shaft,
There is a Miles local representative in your area
WHY PAY RENT, BUILD A
MILES HOME
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$
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3ring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners. '
Coupon Good thru
April 30, 1973

BOONE'S
COUPON SAVINGS

Cat'ib
when you

come
oean
Whus

_
Sanitone
CertOrdMosirrDrylearter

MEN'S SUITS

BOONE'S
Laundry & Cleaners
"The Cleaners tnterested In _You'
•.

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thruL.
AI*11.30, 1973
.,••••/

ItBOONE'S
COUPON SAVINGS

DRAPERIES
Reg.
20°/0 Off Prices

BQQN'S
COUPON SAVINGS
SHIRTS
LAUNDERED

4for99

Bring any tuuntier. You,must
Preseet this
coapon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners,
Coupon Good thru
' Aprfl 30, 1973

BOONE'S
,Availablelt All Boone's 6
Convenient Locations
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994

Reg. 11.60 ea. '

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
-lioone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Aprll 30, 1973

the general meeting of the
Woman's Missionary Union of
the First Baptist Church will be
held at 6:30 p.m. with Willard J.
Ails as speaker who will also
show a film on "Drug Abuse."
The Faxon Mothers Club will
meet at Faxon School. at 1:30
p.m.

Lo

In your spare hours...

FPLEASE RUSH ME YOUR

Tuesday, April 3
Cancer and Venereal Disease
Clinic will be from six to nine
p.m. in the MSU infirmary on
ground floor of Wells Hall. Free
tests for VD-tesring for both
men and women and PAP
smears will be available.

Brown/White

The Adults Great Books
Discussion Group met at the
County
Public
Calloway
Library on Monday, March 26,
at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
.
Mrs. Alfred Wolfson wig the
leader for the discuesiOn on
Virgil's Epic Poem About
Origins of Rome, The Aeneid.

The Christian Pathlighter
boys and girls of the Calvary
Temple Pentecostal Church of
God will meet at seven p.m. at
the church.

Blue/Wine

Great Books Group
Has Regular Meet
At The Library

A
ache
Mis

New York, N. Y. 10019
The document is free, but since this is a nonprofit
organization, donations from $I and up are gratefully accepted. Owe woman sent $soo saying: "This is the most
marvelous thing I've ever beard of!" I agree.

DEAR CONCERNED: "Euthanasia" literally means
"Use good death." sad I am all for it. I believe it is cruel
and senseless to prolong life by artificial means when there
Is no hope for recovery.
The right to die with dignity should be everybody's
right. The Euthanasia Education Council I whose meetings I
1111Vf personally atteadedl in New York, has made available
"A Living Will." it reads as fellows:
"To My Family, My Physician, my ciergymati, My
Lawyer—If the time comes when I can no longer take part
In decisions for my own future, let this statement stand as
the testament of my wishes:
"U there is so reapisable espectation of my recovery
from physical or mental or spiritual disability, I Enamel
request that I be elhoired to die and not be kept alive by
artificial means or heroic measures. Death is as much a
reality as birth, growth, maturity, and old age—it is ihr one
certainty. I do not fear death as much as I fear the
of deterioration, dependence, and hopeless pain. I it,k the&
drugs be mercifully administered to me for terminal eiffCrlag eves If they hasten the moment of death.
'This request is made while I am in good health and
spirits. Altho this document is not legally binding, you who
care for me will, I hope. feel morally hound to follow its
mandates. I recognize it places a heavy horde& of respassi-

After dinner, the grandfather, revered as the head of
the house. gave thanks to the
gods of earth, wealth and the
afterworld Then a container
was burned before a brightly
colored picture of Tsao Wang,
the god of the kitchen, hanging
above the stove.

__PAGE FIN.

tiled in -With the''intention of sharing that
responsibility and it mitigating any feelings of guilt that
this statemeat ht-snatis.:!
Sign document in tini-iiiivienee of wthleoses, and give it
I. year family physician, attorney,..andeter
member of
year family. [Better yet, obtain three copies, and give each
one a copy. I did I.
"A Living Will" document may be obtained by writing
to:
AsIA cOUNCIL
lso W 57th
i HF EUTHANASIAN

•
By Abigail Van Buren

crackling firecrackers to scare
away evil spirits But it is in the
home that the tree spirit of the
day prevails and the age-old
customs are observed
Years ago I was a New
Year's guest at the home of a
Chinese college friend, and to
this day I vividly recall the
banquet from the delicate rice
cake and lotus seed .appetizers
to the desserts. incluiliag succulent slices of apple dipped in
batter, fried in oil, then coated
with syrup
The meal itself consisted of
roast suckling pig. crisp spareribs. sweet and sour pork delicacies and steamed pork dumplings, plus vegetables.

Ron Allen Hargis
Honored At Party

Yes, a person does have
right to die with dignity
baity-11Poi-ria.-" ---

June Wedding Planned

Gourmet Corner

.
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Baptist Women Retreat Planned
A Baptist Women Retreat has been
scheduled by the Kentucky Woman's
Missionary Union:'-'10i_e retreat will be
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PAC& FIVE

hosted by Cedarmore Baptist Assembly
April 13-15.
Under the general theme of "Committed," the ladies and the guests will
hear four missionaries discuss their
particular task of commitment. Among
the speakers will be Mrs. Louis McCall,
missionary to Guam; Mrs. Richard
Walker, former missionary to Brazil;
Mrs. Robert Brackney, former home
missionary; and Quinn Pugh, also a
former home missionary.
Mrs. Marvin Byrdwell, Sr., will also
be on the program. She will describe
her recent mission trip to Spain.
Other activities include features on
enlistment, mission study, mission action and mission support. Fellowship
and recreation periods are also planned.
Information about the Baptist Women Retreat has been mailed to local
church WMU directors and Baptist
Women directors. If additional information or registration blanks are needed, one may contact the WW1 department at the Baptist Building, Box
43433, Middletown 40243.
According to Miss Rosa Fiechter, BW
directer, buibands are invited to accompany their wives for the retreat.
•
---.

Look Pretty
4o).

Physical Fitness
Program Given At
Kirks6y- PTA Meet

Exiled Lady Fleming Works
for Greek Student Freedom/
the years that followed.
By EVE SHARBUTT
Imprisoned in August 1971,
AP Newsfeatures Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Lady Fleming was expelled
From Greece by the governLady Amalie Fleming sat ment 52 days later. She now
in her publisher's office, lives in London She was born in
sipped her ever present glass of Constantinople, grew up in
water and spoke about a favor- Athens and ishe says, Greek
ite Yubject
above all thingi..- —
"We Greeks have always
Drinking glass after glass of
considered ourselves something water, she chatted but made no
special," she said. "We go on comment on the long term ef- fighting, we do not.,will never fect of prison days There is
accept that we shall be de- much, she-said, that we still
prived of our freedom."
may not discuss.
The widow of Sir Alexander
"I don't know how my health
penicilFleming, discoverer of
is," she added. "I see that do(
lin, has written a book, "A tors are usually either hypo
Piece of Truth," describing her chondriacs or the opposite and,
experience as a prisoner of the thank goodness, I am the oppomilitary government of Greece. site I should check into a hospi
She says it is exactly that. tal for several days or a proper
pieces of events she herself saw checkup, but it is a question of
during the colonel's coup and losing my freedom to the hospital and I am terrifically independent '•
Lady Fleming received her
medical degree from the Medical Faculty of Athens, did postgraduate work in Paris and
London, where she met her husband. During World War II, she
was active in the Greek resistance for which she was arrested and imprisoned.
"During World War II about
a tenth of our population in
Greece were victims or me terrible destruction. We viewed
the United States as a nation
fighting for freedom, .for democracy and human rights Today. America keeps the military regime in power. Today we
hate the sight of . American
ships in the harbor. Those in
power remind the people that to
oppose them is to oppose America," Lady Fleming said,
--`'Terror is today. We are under a corrupt and terrible dictatorship which keeps people
down through tortures and fear
of secret police," she added
She pushed back her greying
hair, sipped water again and
said she had not demonstrated,
ever. until asked to do so to
support Greek students

e YouWait

Ar-*

-4:cyst&

"I feel it is important, especially now. I was always apolitical, but I have learned that
an individual has no right to be
apolitical. Those who are not
concerned with things that happen in a nation, their own nation, are to be despised."_______
Lady Fleming said people
find her a credible speaker because she had everything to
lose and nothing to gain by opposing the military govern-

Dorn-- the

Mrs. Jimmy Wilson and Mrs.
Ralph Darnell were elected to
serve on the nominating
committee with Mrs. Jerry
Kirkland.
Hostesses for the social hour
were Mrs. Marlene Beach's and
Mrs. Lucille Potts' sixth and
seventh grades mothers. The
room count was won
Mr.
Nix's eighth grade.
1
FOREVER GREEK — Lady Amalia Fleming, deprived of her
nationality and living in London, is still involved in protests
against the military government of Greece.
The Greek government has
ment. She had been offered aparliament seat or a cabinet -decreed that students who are
, she absent from classes in demonPost If she had a
,,.etrations should lose their draft
said she would
thing she wanted, eves'- medi-' deferred status
cal reseaweli-fouedistios)—, _ . Lady Fleming said that in-Other things had priority," telligent people are not needed
she added. "I wrote night and in a dictatorship.
"Today discussion is prohibday to say the things in the book
to explain. I am a unique case ited Ancient Greek writers are
of deprived nationality and I declared communists New
books are destroyed The resay what I feel "
Student demonstrations in gime is moving us back into
Greece came as no surprise to obscurity...
Lady Fleming feels that her
Lady Fleming. She said they
bad not come sooner because of own expulsion from her country
large numbers of police in has backfired against the reginle•
plainclothes in the classrooms.
"The student uprisings were.... "They are very annoyed beI speak the truth," she
cause
inevitable. But they should not
be compared with student l'itaid "If they have any inmovements in other parts of the telligence greater than their
world. Creek students are not, 'spite, they'll let me back in. In
Greece I am harmless.
making ordinary demands
"Abroad I can 'speak and
They are fighting for elementsry freedoms and rights and for people believe me, because it is
easy to recognize the truth " .
their education,'. she said

1 Garden Path

Pinks and their wild cousin miniature arrangement.
most
shrubs,
In
Sweet Williams, and Leucothe,
the
I have been asked what can be all fine additions to any garden. Virburnums will take some
in
Of
shady yards.
planted
One of the prettiest plants, shade, at least part of the day.
course dense shade makes a foliage wise, is the Hosts, Weigelias,
Azaleas,
real problem, but where there is especially the variegated Rhododendrons and Mountain
light filtered shade there are a variety. The green and white Laurel will also tolerate light
number of anruals, shrubs and
:eaves fairly shine in a shaded shade All these would like t
bulbs that will do well and
have shade during the hottest
spot.
thrive.
part of the day.
are
There
a
bulbs
number
of
For ground coyers under
And don't leave out the
that can be planted in the shade,
trees, there is Ajuga with its
as Scilla which comes in dogwood for in their natural
such
trailing
blue blossoms and the
pink and white. The grape state, they are protected from
Vinca, a type of periwinkle and
both the blue and the the blazing sun by surrounding
Hyacinth,
there is Pachysandra with its
white
are
very
pretty. trees.
pretty foliage. All of these do
So choose some of these and
well in shade and will cover a Chiondoxa and Pushkinia are plant them in the shady side of
some
that
not
are
often
used,
but
bare spot where grass refuses to
should be. You should try them your yard. They will really
grow.
bring joy later in the year.
A raft or attractive plants of with a bowl of white violetsfor a
every color are available and
Most of them are hardy and
require little care, except for
ing set out in-loose soil deep
Tall shoes for today's tall look. Higher
enough for the roots to reach out
heels and new platform soles. From
for their sustenance, Have you
Dexter.
tried Mertensia (Virginia
Bluebell)? The sprays of blue
and pink are so delicate looking
but it is as sturdy as an oak. I
have some ma bed that has been
neglected for several years and
they keep coming up every
spring so lovely that I am
ashamed for my neglect.
The English Primrose is
another shade loving plant that
blooms and blooms. Did you
know that there is a hardy
Begonia that you can leave in
the ground all winter? There is
also a hardy Fushchia and both
these plants are well worth the
time and effort it takes to get
_them started. You might try a
Ky.
Dicentra ( bleeding heart) They
will come up year after year and
all they ask is that you keep the
ground clear of any grass or
weeds that venture near.
One of my favorites is the
Torenia or wish-bone flower. It
is such a cheerful little fellow,
with its bright purple splotched
blossom and the outline of a
wishbone on its petals.
If your soil is rich and loose,
Lilies of the Valley would thrive
in a shady place. But they do
like plenty of humus with a top
dressing of fertilizer put on once
a year.
Liriope (Monkey Grass) will
grow in the shade as well as in
Blue or
the sun. It throws out its purple
or white spikes and in profusion
Brown Combination
in late summer. Then there are
other annuals, such as Balsam,
By Mu. W. P.IVILLIAMS

ANTICIPATING — A short-sleeved day dress in printed challis.
left, and a top-stitched blazer and pants outfit, second from left,
are new in maternity wear The Carmen Miranda halter dress,
center, is paired with a ruffled shawl for dressing up and going
out while playing a waiting game Baby yourself in ice-cream

colored tunics, second from right, with matching pastel pants.
A tattersall plaid pants outfit, right, ties in front and covers a
matching sleeveless polo shirt. All fashions are from Lady
Madonna
Layout by Joe Da mone

When someone you love is far
away,reach outand touch them
with your voice.
. dial at
—1,tfrtEem long distance"And whin you d,
econotilreall -the One-Plus way:There's no cheaper-_-Nay-to-call them long distance.

Alpha Delta Kappa
Has Regular Meet
At Wrather Home
The Alpha Delta Kappa
sorority met in the home of Mrs.
Barletta Wrather on Monday,
March 19,at seven o'clock in the
evening with Miss Jane Rainey
and Mrs. Doris Gorreit,-_,
cohostesses.
McDaniel5
Mrs. Agnes
president, presided and Mrs.
Sue Chaney gave the devotion.
The minutes were read by Mrs.
Sue Adams and the treasurer's
report was given by Mrs. Doll
Redciick.
A letter concerning the state
meeting at Bowling Green on
April 28 was read. Announcement was made of the
international meeting in Miami,
Fla., in July.
The installation of a new
chapter in Henry County will be
held April 7, at Paris, Tenn.
Mrs. Wrather presented a
program on "Do You Km,
Louisville?"
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses.
The next meeting will be held
at Paris, Tenn., on Wednesday,
April 18, at seven p.m.

Freeze 'n save
Small pieces of Cheddar
cheese (under one pound and
less than two inches thick)
can be satisfactorily frozen
and kept up to six inontt. according to marketing specialists of the U.S. Department of
Agriculttre.

.et

Members of James Nix's
sixth, seventh, and eighth grade
physical fitness class presented
a program at the meeting of the
Parent-Teacher
Kirksey
Association held Tuesday,
March 27, at the school.
Sheri Outland and Kelly
Rogers of Mrs. Rachel Neale's
fourth grade led the group in the
pledge to the Flag.
Bro. Johnny Hester, minister
of the Kirksey Church of Christ,.
read passages from Isaiah,.
Jeremiah, and Psalms for the
. -devotion.
The president, Mrs. Edward
Willie, presided, and made the
announcement of the First
District Spring Conference of
the Kentucky Congress of
Parent-Teachers to be held
Thursday evening, April 5, at
the Mayfield High School in
Mayfield.
Mrs. Bobby Locke, secretary,
read the minutes. Mrs. Billy
Bazsell, treasurer, gave the
financial report.

SHOE STORE
Murray,

RETURN HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Speight
have returned to their home at
402 South 16th Street, Murray.
after spending the past three
months at their apartment at
Fort Worth, Texas, Mrs..„
Speight's brother. A.B. Dunn
and familyolmidoo there,

1117404,
By
Barbara Jewell
SUNDROPS
NOT RAINDROPS
There's a popular song about
raindrops, but flower fanciers
walld rather see Sundrope. This
is a fine looking golden flower
which derives its name from
the fact that it resembles a
small ball of sunshine. ,The
Sundrop gn5ws wild throughout
the Eastern United States,
especially in meadows.
Sundrops require a dry climate, and begin blooming in
early June. They are gone by
the end of August. There are
four petals to each flower, and
the flowers are usually less
than three Inches in diameter.
The Sundrop is really like a
small drop of the sun.
Let us bring a little sunshine
into your life. Order your next
floral arrangement from us.
You'll be glad you did. We select only the finest flowers for
each arrangement.

T'Apit ghopiz
12th at Poplar St.
75:1-6100

White
Camel
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Kentucky Not Quite Ready For Horsemeat

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

t
*
*I•

FOR TUESDAY,APRIL 3, 1173
Look in the section in which
your birthday conies and find
what your outlook is, according
•'
to the stars.

hours can be cleared up if you
fiat roll with the punches.
Trying to crash your way
through it will only worsen
matters

ARIES
AQUARIUS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erk
=,40(
A day of mixed influences. (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
prove
may
Scrutinize all documents
Some uncertainties
irksome, but don't fight carefully now. In contracts or
shadostrin---_-etear- thinking estimates, especially, you
should regard any kind of
needed.
escape clause as suspect.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Be careful in your approaches PISCES
"
X
now. Others may read more into ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You may receive a job offer
your words and actions than you
which entails greater responintend.
sibilities but, along with them,
GEMINI
will
opportunities
your
(May 22 to June 21)
relationships multiply. Think carefully.
Personal
governed by beneficent influences. A day in which you
YOU BORN TODAY are
can successfully combine governed by Aries, rewliskrzil
business and pleasure.
Sign of strength, purpose,
CANCER
versatility, mental and physical
(June 22 to July 23)
vitality. You have a magnetic
You may encounter an personality, enjoy people,
unusual — and knotty — seeing new places, travel for
business problem. Don't try to adventure. You love to ensolve it by taking short-cuts. tertain and you make many
Only well-tested methods will friends along life's way — but
work.
you sometimes lose them
LEO
through overaggressiveness or
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
an occasional tendency to "talk
An excellent day for —con- out of turn." Try to curb these
business traits — for your own peace of
new
sidering
arrangements -- especially if mind. There are many fields in
they involve real estate or wt,
you could carve a sucproperty improvements.
cesstul career but, with your
VIRGO
gift for words, you would
roll(
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "r
probably enjoy writing the
You usually like to solve your most. If you do not take up some
own problems but this is a form of literature as an ocperiod in which another's idea cupation, you would surely
may have more merit than your enjoy a hobby along these lines.
own.
Other excellent outlets for your
'LIBRA
talents: Music, the theater, the
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
law, politics, sculpture. BirthA good day for trying to push date of: Washington Irving,
Through a unique program. You Amer. author.. John Burroughs,
will get backing from those in poet, naturalist; Marlon Brando
Authority — IF you make the and Dorti Day, film stars.
lint move.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
: An occupational situa4en
.may tax your ingenuity bsecast
:aside any doubts of your ability March 27, 1973
to handle. By midday, you'll ADULTS 106
:have the answers you need.
NURSERY 6
.SAGMARRIS
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
# Mrs. Donna Kay Thurmond
1
'( Nov. ZV-to Dec. 21) e4
' Yop usually have good control and Baby Girl, Hales Tr. Cis.,
bi.sr emotions but feelings Murray, Mrs. Jackie Sue
likely to run high nowao be Trimble and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
prewarned. Maintain the Hardin.
:judicial calm for which the
DISMISSALS
;Sagittarian is noted.
Mrs. Margaret Sue Brittain,
Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Pamela
!CAPRICORN
Venee Young, Rt. 8, Box 57,
22 to Jan. 20
1
- ,(Dec.
; Some confusion in day's early Murray, Mrs. Donna Stone
Cope, R. 3, Benton, Rodney
Lane Paschall, Rt. 2, Murray,
William Jerry Shelton, Rt. 2,
Murray, J.R. Smith, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Gladys Christine
:BUY 01,01EC1'•I* DAYS F IKE TINS& le* As*
Conner, 805 Sycamore, Murray,
IS). p1'. T;sw 411...4ss
Amos Dick ( expired), Rt. 6,
II. Wan Mils .1*
•../..coca.sox DI SP. egioccastkY asset•
Murray.

Hospital Report

HEARING AIDS
450%0FrAtTit

PAGE SE

_
EARNING WHILE LEARNING—Randall Oltver, a senior at
Murray State University from Princeton and a student intern w ith
the Department of Economic Security in Frankfort, goes over
some paper work with a secretary. Oliver is in the Division of
Contract Management which reviews contracts from other
agencies. He is also receiving basic training in all phases of the
department to help him better understand the entire scope of
DES. A business management major at Murray State. he receives
an intern's salary during the program which began Jan. 15 and
ends Aug. 15 when he graduates from the University. The intern
program was designed to help college students recelvelictual onthe-job training in their chosen field.

YOU AND
THE DRAFT
BY
COLONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON

Kentucky thoroughbreds can
relax, at least for the time
being. There doesn't seem to be
much demand, in this Commonwealth, for tenderloin
horsemeat steak, a horse
burger with fries, or even a
tasty dish of horse stroganoff.
Although grocery shoppers in
Oregon have been making news
by buying horsemeat, Kentuckians seem to prefer seeing
their horses on a racetrack
rather than a kitchen table.
No Kentucky horses are being
slaughtered for human consumption, said C.W. Grosse,
area supervisor of Meat and
Poultry Inspection for the
United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA). However,
he said the government would
okay inspected and properly
labeled horsemeat in Kentucky,
provided the meat was
processed and approved in a
USDA-inspected plant.
Although he doesn't know of
any cases, Dr. Grosse said it is
possible that horsemeat from
other states is being sold in
Kentucky.
In at least one state, Oregon,
consumption of horsemeat is on

First For Milk.
The first can of condensed
milk was produced at Liberty, Mis,s, by Gail Borden. a
schOol teacher who invented
the process in 1828.
A typical ice storm occurs
when temperatures are below
32 degrees and rain or drizzle
hills, freezing on impact and
sheathing everything with a
glae of ice_

A young man, whom we shall older. Because most deferidentify as Bart wrote that he ments are being phased out,
had made application for a loan ultimately the majority of
through his employer's credit young men will experience their
union. The application was prime draft exposure when they
turned down,as it was company are 20 years old.
The 1-H classification will be
policy not to approve a loan for
an employee in Class 1-H who the largest of any class in a
had not attained the age of 22. standby draft operation. If at
Bart had interpreted the some time in the future the
rejection to mean that the Department of Defense cannot
company had considered him a maintain an adequate armed
forces on an all-voluntary basis,
poor "credit risk."
We wish to share with you there may be a need for the
pertinent facts outlined in a drafting of young men. This
letter to the employer, sent to situation could necessitate the
convince the company that Bart reclassification of those draft
was not a "credit risk" because., registrants in the first priority
bf the fact that he was in Class 1- group of class 1-H to class 1-A.
However, those presently
H and under the age of 22.
Bart was classified 1-H in classified 1-H and in the second
September, 1972, then placed in priority selection group would
the second priority group of that not be vulnerable to induction
classification in early 1973. The until all those draft registrants
1-H classification is a holding in the first priority selection
classification and there is group have been processed
virtually no chance that men in
this group will be drafted.
The $100 bill is the iargest
Because of deferments and
denomination of t S currency
draft now being issued because of the
exemptions, many
registrants do not become sharp decline in use of currency
eligible for a high priority in denominations of 1600 $1,000.
selection group until age 22 or $5.000 and $10,000.

the upswring because of rising
beef prices. Ed Carroll recently
sold his 3,600 lbs. supply of
horsemeat in six hours at his
Portland market.
Horsemeat, fat-free and
protein rich, is much more
economical than beef. Last
Monday Carroll's most expensive item, terderloin horsemeat steak, was priced at 95
cents a pound, compared to
about $2.06 a pound for tenderloin beefsteak.
Kentuckians with an eye for
horserneat should use caution.
"If horsemeat is being sold,
make sure it is USDA-inspected
meat," said Art Brockman,
assistant director of Food
Programs, wider the Division of
Environmental Services in the
Kentucky Department of
Health. "Don't stop off at the
side of the road and buy some
meat from someone who's just
slaughtered his old mare."
Louisville stockyard
One
dealer said he had no personal
objections to eating horsemeat.
In fact, "they're prettier than a
hog, and probably a lot
cleaner," he said. "Besides, we
eat the insides, not the outsides."
The dealer, who wished to
remain anonymous, said his
stock yard used to handle 30 to
40 horses a month. The horses
were used for glue and dog food.
Aim, although he said there
are more pleasure horses in
Jefferson County than ever, a
horse is seldom brought to his
stock yard. "Frankly, I don't
know what they're doing with
them," he said.
There is evidence that many
horses are reincarnated as the
contents of a dog food can. Mrs.

Richard Moore, secretary of 'a
thoroughbred horse farm, said
many horses are given ta a dog
food company in Georgetown.
As for eating horses, "I don't
think we're going to have to go
that far," she said. "There are
plenty of cattle around, even if
they are expensive. Why
slaughter a good-looking horse?
I don't know, but those people in
Oregon must be.,: eating old
nags."
Although it's fine with her if
her heighbors want to eat
horsemeat, Mrs. Moore doesn't
want to-Unfelt the stuff herself.
"I'd never be able to eat
horsemeat," she said, "because
I sit here and look out the
window at horses all day. I

consider them pets. Sortie
horses are even smarter than
humans."
Horsemeat,darker than beef,
ly, but whether
is cooked
millions o=icans will ever
crave a good horse steak is
unknown. Art Brockman has
mixed reactions about the
possibility of eating horsemeat
"I don't know—I've never
eaten It," he said. "I'd have to
try it once. Whether or not I
liked it might be psychological.
I might really like horsemeat if
I didn't know I was eating it."
That's precisely what happened to one Oregon husband
whose wife served -him horsemeat for three years without
his knowledge. He liked it.

Shopping For
A New Home?

H

0
0
0
0

4•

111; 's

•

-

Shop At Green Acres , .
Hwy. 79E — Paris, Tenn.

_Kentacky and

1

0
0
0
0
0

West Tennessee
• Housing Headquarters •
•t The Difference Is Dollars t

EARN THE COMMUNITY'S
HIGHESTINTEREST
April Begins A New

Quarterly Interest
Paying Period

MONDAY S TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

Drycleaning SPECIAL
VALUABLE COUPON '01111b4flt
1

SWEATERS

ta,19.each

,
BMMUExpires
Limit 2
C;o.pon must accompany

4/4/73MVS

53/4%

51/2%

1-Year Certificate
$5,000 Minimum

1-Year Certificate
$1,000 Minimum

51/4%
"Extra Earning Passbook"
No Minimum

1 4%
4/
Regular Passbook
No Minimum

Interest Paid Quarterly On ALL Certificates and Passbooks

1

Federal Savings and Loan
- Murray Branch Phone 753-721
Main at 7th - The

natu
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ROSE'S
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Style
1921

eat if
eating it."
what hap.
husband
-Mtn horrs without
iked it.

low Boys • Flares • Solids • Prints
the fun to wear

Limit 2

pair

to select from e4ther anchor prints with patch
pockets in navy/white and red/white or baggy pants with

3 lovely styles

contrasting stitch and double pockets or pants with fancy
knee insert. All have 24" leg opening and top styling. Sizes

8-14-12-1446.

Style
1331

Compare the savings . . . shop Roses

N.

ladies'
All Items

FIRST QUALITY

-3-Days
Only!

Panty• Hose

Mondoiceruesday-Wealnesday

Sh(l t) '1114-sr IarainI'll
114,11.
1 . natl‘erti,,c(1 Itar‘rains

First quality hose -midi multifilament
yarn. One size fits AIL lColors: suntan,
beigetone, and coffee.

Fantastic assortment of tops for eva• ostesslon! Clew styling with
round necks., ,-neck, and halter type. All 1Ijfklon colors to
accent any summer wardrobe. Sizes S-M-L.

100% Polyester Fancy and Solid Color

Family Fun Shoes!

4116112
..
...... 111.11 t
i
r•
011
1111

Double Knit Slacks $

Basketball Oxfords

10
111
00
Off

Made by famous name
brand slacks company. Values to $20.00 Save le_ $13.08

In 4 Color Combinations
Men's Sizes 6% to 12 $2.73
Boys' Sizes 21/2 to 6 82..53

Great wearing and easy to awe Ear by fest putting In the washing
machine. All in the await popular ste;and colors. Accented with
slash pockets, belt loops. and flare
Sizes ,32/44
Supply Limited

Limit 2 pair

Choose color combinations
of gold, red, blue, navy
with white.

"ar

OOOOOOOOINOIOnnnt
444444no01 1444•41
Wionn

SOME ITEMS
SUBJECT TO
EARLY sau-ouTs

SPECIAL
CLOSEOUT
BUYS

CANVAS OXFORDS
in traditional red, white and blue
Sizes
5 to 8
Stylish raffle
csavaaasis
upsters qsallty

Deck Oxfords
In 4 Color Combinations
WOMEN'S
Sizes 5 to 10

Polyester & Cotton
BAGGY FLARE

RED, WHITE, BLUE

Brand Name
KNIT/Golf

Famous

SHIRTS

Knit SHIRTS

_SLACKS

Sizes.
2 to 6

.47

Reg.
$2.57

Reg.
saw
Limit 2

"Lo•ely but durable Matte Two different Wades. either bull denim Or
brushed denim All the latest popular
rioters. Sizes S-U.

Cool sad e•ipartsbi• yet very /arable sad tome hwthwr! Al! lovely erns(
e•lers ao wear either to play Or a,....
Si..,SAL

sowertmeat ler Able to wake a
Ewa feel like s kiss! All tter latest feeble. colors to seeeat his wardrobe. likes
11-11-L.
Level)

0Ct

DOUBLE KNITS
100% fpolyester

_58" to 60" inches wide
Choose from a wide selection
of beautiful solid colors in crepes
and jacquards. 1 to 5 yd. pieces

REGULAR $2.88
Thick, Luxurious, Decorative
Heavy plush pile and shag

Soft, Thick, and Colorful
STATION WAGON

Scatter Rugs
Reg.

74
Limit 2
The spray that keeps your hair looking
• natural and in place.

1.

heavy plush pile and shag rogs.with fringe
all around sides. Sizes 27 a 42 in all the most
Popular home fashion colors. Juts hacking

Great for
40" x 70"
other.

t r aiehrig,
I

red

On

camping./
hauling, or
one side and blue on the

Limit 5 yards per customer
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San Francisco Raps
Blue For Seven Runs
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON Associated Press Sports Writer
Some of baseball's better
pitchers tuned up Sunday for
the approaching opening of the
season but most were off-key.
Item: The San Francisco Giants rapped Oakland's Vida
Blue for seven runs on 10 hits—
including two triples and four
doubles—in five innings in
route to a 10-9 exhibition victory over the A's.
Item: The Milwaukee Brewers pounded Chicago ace Ferguson Jenkins for five runs in
six innings and continued their
16-hit assault on Larry Gura for
an 6-4 triumph over the Cubs.
Item: The Texas Rangers
teed off on Kansas City's Dick
Drago for seven runs and nine
144 in four innings and held off
the 'Royals 8-6.
Item: New York's Tom Seaver was supposed to go seven
innings but was tagged for
three runs and left after four
innings because of a chewed-up
mound in the Mets' 13-inning 4-3
victory over the New York
Yankees.
Item: Pittsburgh's Nelson
Briles shut out Cincinnati for
four innings but Larry Stahl
pinch hit a fifth-inning homer
and, after a walk to Joe Morgan, Johnny Bench also connected as the Reds beat the Pirates 4-1.
Some others pitched well, but
were simply outdueled.
Item: Ernie McAnally hurled
eight innings of four-hit-ball as
the Montreal Expos blanked the
Philadelphia Phillies and Cy
Young Award winner Steve
Carlton 3-0.
Item: Bob Gibson of St. Louis
faltered in the second inning
against three light hitters—Eddie Leon walked, rival pitcher
Stan Bahnsen doubled and Buddy Bradford singled them both
home—as the Chicago White
Sox downed the Cardinals 2-4.
However, California's Nolan
Ryan, Minnesota's Bill Hands
and Cleveland's Steve Dunning
came through for the pitchers'
union.
Item: Ryan, who won 19
games -last year and led the
majors in strikeouts, allowed
only two singles as the Angels
nipped the Los Angeles Dodgers 2-1.
Item: Hands, acquired from
the Cute in a winter deal, gave
-141 one run in seven innings as
MN! Twins edged the Houston
-i.Astros
Item: Dunning scattered four
singles In six innings as the In-

Calloway Lakers To Open 1973
Baseball Year at North Tuesday

dittos blanked the San Diego
Padres 2-0.
Elsewhere, the Boston Red
Sox shaded the Detroit Tigers
6-5 while the Baltimore Orioles
and Atlanta Braves traded seven home runs and 27 hits before
they were halted after 14 innings by a curfew tied at 9-all.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Row far can the right arm of
big Dan Thompson carry the
Calloway County baseball
team? The answer to that
question will decide whether or
not the Lakers are able to improve on last season's mark of
2-8.
Thompson is one of only Vim
seniors on the Laker squad
which will open play Tuesday
afternoon with a 4 p.m. game at
North Marshall.

Crowds Getting
Smaller in ITA
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Shot putter Brian Oldfield hit
the International Track Association for an extra $500 in prize
money, by beating—i—iiiotit
record, on a night the new
group could ill afford it.
The performances are getting
better, but the crowds are getting worse on the three-weekold professional track tour.
Sunday night's meet at the
Cow Palace drew 6,365, smallest ITA turnout so far. The official opening meet in Los Angeles one weekend earlier drew
twice as many.
The Cow Palace fans cheered
loudly for Oldfield's toss of 69
feet, 11,0, inches, for John Radetich's near-record 7-4 high
jump and for runners Lee
Evans and Jerome Howe who
ton races in exciting finishes.
But there were boos when the
top-billed mile race between
Kip Keino and Jim Ryun didn't
come off. Ryun sprained a hip
muscle in the-- warntap area
when he dodged to avoid a
youngster seeking his_ autoaph, a doctor said.
Keino, although not pressed,
woo this race in 4:04.4.

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT - When the bull (lame at him, apprentice bull- tighter Antonro Lopez headed for safety. Antonio. who is known as "Ventorrillo," took
this way out at San Sebastian de los Reyes stadium near Madrid, Spain

$10 Million Dream Ends Quietly
For All With Stunning Defeat

By BOB EGELKO
rematch with All, said: "Sure, since losing to Frazier, was
Associated Press Sports Writer if the money's right. But right 1 favorite over Norton, whose
SAN DIEGO ( AP) —The $10- now we don't need him."
30 victims in 31 fights were
million dream, which ended
All's trainer, Angelo Dundee, even more obscure. But Norton
with an explosion for Joe Fra- said Sundat the boxer helped even the odds by startzier, fared quietlyfor Muham- -would be hospdOzed "for two ing a rigosouptraining program
mad Ali.
or three days"
the oper- Feb. 22 while Ali trained lightly
His voice quieted by a broken ation to wire his fir,f1 jaw bone until the final week.
jaw and his manner subdued which was broken three-quarAll, who loot for the second
after 12 rounds with a younger, ters of an inch apart.
time in 43 fights, earned $210,stronger-Tel; Ali stood in his
Dundee said, "Prom all in- 000 to Norton's $50,000.
corner Saturday and heard dications, he's going to be
All's jaw was broken early in
Three Seniors
what he probably had guessed: fine." He said "We've already the fight. Dundee, said it haphad
amazingly
to
lost,
Ken talked and he asked how long it pened in the first round, though
INDIANAPOLIS ( AP) — he
might be before he can get Norton didn't appear to land a
Three more outstanding college Norton by a split decision.
A few months ago, before back in training."
seniors have been named to the
solid blow in the round. Futch
U.S. basketball team which will Frazier walked into several of
All, who had won 10 straight thinks it was in the fourth
meet the Russians in a series George Foreman haymakers in
round
of games across the United Jamaica,a Frazier-Ali rematch
.1 can't fathom how he could
loomed that would outdraw,
States in late April and May.
fight," Lundeen said. The lower
They are Steve Downing of their "Fight of the Centurt"_
left jaw bone was broken clear
Indiana; Ernie DiGregorio, and give Ali the chance to
through, he added.
Providence, and Mike Ed- erase the only blot on his
But Ali, spitting blood,
record and retire as champion.
wards, Tennessee.
wouldn't let Dundee stop the
Instead, the previously
Downing is a 6-foot-8 pivotfight. He showed slashes of his
man who led Indiana to a third anonymous Norton, 28, now is
'old style—one round of dancing
place finish in the NCAA the logical challenger to ForeVANCOUVER, B.C. iAPI — and two of prodding, a jab that
,Iburnament last week. DiGr- man, while the future of the 31- For Tom Gorman, it was al- was quick but no longer stung.
egorio, a 6-footer, was the spar- year-old All is In doubt.
most like playing in his home- With one round left he still had
The broken jaw "shouldn't town
kplug for the Providence team
and Jan Kodes knew it, as a chance to win.
which Indiana beat in tbe hamper his career," Dr. Wil- Gorman took the singles title
But in the 12th round, Norton
NCAA consolation game. Ed- liam Lundeen, the supervising Sunday in the $50,000 Rothmans trapped Ali in a corner for the
,- International
wards is a 6-5 shooting star ring physician, said after a 14
Professional sixth time in the fight and batwho twice has been named to hour operation Saturday night. Tennis Tournament.
tered him with body and head
the All-Southeastern Conference But Norton's trainer, Eddie
Gorman, who grew up and punches, leaving no doubt in
Futch, when asked about a played
team.
much of his early tennis the minds of 11,884 fans, or of
in Seattle, had a large group of their hometown favorite. "I
vocal supporters on hand as he beat you, sucker," Norton said
defeated Kodes 3-6, 6-2, 7-5 in before the cards were read: 5-4
Norton, 6-5 All, 7-5 Norton.
the singles final.
"I thought I was playing in
Seattle," said Kodes, obviously
Helve Felion
angry at a couple of questionable line calls.
POWNAL,Vt.(AP)— Herve
"Tom played very well, but Filion, who won over 600 races
there were one or two bad calls last year as a harness racing
on my serve," said the 27-year- driver, entered all 11 races at
old Czechoslovakian.
Green Mountain Race Track
1st thru April 15th Only
Gorman missed his opportun- here Sunday and won four of
ity to add the doubles title, as them.
he and partner Erik Van Dillen
Fthon captured two thirdof San Mateo„.Calif, blew some place finishes and two fourth
golden opportunities and lost 7- places in addition to his four
CHAIN
5, 3-6, 6-7 to Roger Taylor of wins. He also won the second
Trees Up
England and Pierre Barthes of half of the daily double, driving
to 30"
France,
Atabal who paid $12.40.
In Diameter

Gorman Takes
Singles Title
In Tournament

I a,
sClai Podaen
4k--**Alitmks., era‘
April
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Southern Illinois University
claimed first in 4 of 18 events
Saturday if _Carlzendelp
demolish Murray State in a dual
track meet 110-44.
The meet was held at a soggy
McAndrews' Stadium under
near gale conditions.
Sam Torres grabbed a first
the mils with a 4-.25.7 while his
14:41 in
three mile was good
enough for second, Torres was
the only Murray runner to
capture a first place in the track
events.
Three members of the Racers
took first places in field
'events.
Frethman Craig SF.gerlin
-took the pole vault competition
with 15-0 while Don Wright
won
the javelin with 176-2 and Steve
Ford the shot with
50-3ts.
Herman deMunnik Was third in
the javelin with 1.-8 while Don
Ribble was serof4 in the shot
with 47-2.
Sophomore sprinter Ctitithert
Jacobs, after being sidelined
three weeks with an _injury,
turned in 'a 22.7 in tile220 for
second while Fred Sowerby was
clocked in the slime time for

third. Jacobs was third in the
100 with a 9.6 while Sowerby
was second in the 440 with a
48.2. -Pat Francis claimed a second
jo the MO with a 2:00.4 while
-*Gary Craft's 57.8 earned a third
in the 440 intermediate hurdles.
3,000 meter
the
In
steepleellaae, Dennis Sturt
earned a third with a 10:24.5.
The 440 relay team turned in a
42.3 for its best time of the year
but still lost to the Salukis.
Members of the 440 were
Sowerby, Royston Bloomfield,
Granville Buckley and Jacobs.
Mark Hiestand took second in
the high jump with a 6-2 while
newcomer Steve Martin was
third with a 6-2. Buckley
claimed a pair of thirds with a
72-3s2 in the tonw-jamp and a 44,in the tAfile jump.
134
Freshman Lester Flax joined
the injury list and will be
sidelined for a week or two. Star
hurdler Pat Verry and sprinter
. Samuels'- are
Ashman
recoVering from their jnuurle.
Saturday Murray will be at,
Bowling Green for a dual =el.
with Western Kentucky and
--Memphis State.

It was late in the season last
year when Thompson threw a 10 gem over South Marshall to
establish himself as a young
man to be watched. During the
summer, Thompson pitched for
the Murray American Legion
and was one of the top pitchers
for the team.
Outside of Thompson, the
Lakers have relatively little
experience.

Exhibition
Baseball
By The Associated Press
Saturday's Games
Philadelphia 6, Cincinnati 0
Pittsburgh 4, Boston 2
Chicago ( A) 4, Montreal 3
Detroit 5, Atlanta 1
St. Louis 1, Kansas City 0
New York (N) 7Na York
(A) 2
- Cleveland 4, SaYDiego 2
Oakland 10, S4i Francisco 6
Milwaukee 7, Chicago 5
Baltimore 10, Texas 7
Houston 4, Minnesota 3
Los Angeles 5, California 1
Sunday's Games
Cincinnati 4, Pittsburgh 1
Montreal 3, Philadelphia 0
Chicago (Al 2, St. Louis 0
Minnesota 3, Houston 2
Cleveland 2, San Diego 0
San Francisco 10, Oakland 9
Boston 6, Detroit 5
Texas 8, Kansas City 6
Milwaukee 8, Chicago(N)4
New York (N) 4, New York
(A).3, 13 innings
Atlanta 9, Baltimore 9, tie, 14
innings
California 2, Les Angeles 1
Monday's Games
Philadelphia vs. Pittsburgh at
Bradenton, Fla.
San Diego vs. Milwaukee at
Yuma, Ariz.
Texas vs. Chicago ( A ( a
Sarasota, Fla.
Oakland vs. California a
Palm Springs, Calif.
St. Louis vs. Kansas City at
Fort Myers, Fla.
Montreal vs. Boston at Daytona Beach, Fla.
Los Angeles vs. San Francisco at Phoenix, Ariz., night
Atlanta vs. Baltimore at Birmingham, Ala., night
Cincinnati vs. Detroit at
Lakeland, Fla., night
Minnesota at Houston, night
New York (N) vs. New York
Mat New Orleans, La., night
Chicago (N) vs. Cleveland at
Tucson, Ariz., night

Sophomore Mark Miller will
Other members of the team
be starting on the mound and will be playing either as outwill be the only lefthander for fielders or infielders are Joe
the Lakers. Senior David Futrell, Kerry Stone, Joel
Emerson,junior Randy Conner, Smith, Marty Carrawax and
freshman Terry Beane and Larry Geib.
freshman Dickie Nesbitt make
"We feel our inexperience is
up the remainder of the mound going to be our main problem,"
corps.
said Coach Dennis Potts.
Behind the plate for Calloway "Mainly, we are looking to
County will be Greg Howard. improve on last season's
Last season Howard led the record. Hopefully by the time
team in hitting with a .308 the District Tournament comes,
average. Howard bats left and we will have developed a strong
throws right. Sharing the pitching rotation," Potts added.
All home single games will
catching duties with Howard
will be sophomore David Thorn. begin at 4 p.m. while the home
The platoon system will be doubleheaders will begin at 1
used at first with Miller and p.m.
The Laker sohedule is as
Thorn alternating the position.
Conner will be handling follows:
second when he is not pitching April 3—at North Marshall
while, Thompson will be at April I8—at Murray High
shortstop when he is not on the April I9—at South Marshall
mound. Emerson and junior April 21—Martin Westview DH
Danny Chadwick are also April 23—at Benton
April 26—Mayfield
candidates for short.
The hot corner will be oc- May 1—North Marshall
cupied by junior Rick Scar- May 3—South Marshall
May 5—Christian County DH
brough.
In the outfield, Keith May 11—Murray
Wilkerson will be in left with May 9—Benton
Craig Dowdy in center and May 14&15—District Tourfreshman Barry Joseph in nament at Murray State ,
right.
University.

N
PUBLIC AUCTIO
Miller Ave.

1625
JV•chtasday, April 4, 6:00 p.m.
4 air
'
conditioners (1-8,000 B.T.U., 2-16,000 B.T.U.,
1-18,000 B.T.U.), new and used tires, china cabinets,
old oak secretary. electrit base hoard heaters. Other
items too numerous to list.
In c-ase of rain sale will be held at later date.

Your"leaky roof
could
get you a
big loan.
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ST. LOUIS (AP) — Lanky
Stan Smith is 410,000 richer
today after a week's work at
the Holton Tennis Classic,
which concluded here Sunday
when Smith edged top-ranked
Australian Rod Laver 6-4, 3-6,
6-4 to win the final singles
match in the $50,000 World
Championship Tour event.

T The unseeded duo of Ove
Bengtson of Sweden and .Jim
McManus of Berkeley, Calif..
surprised Australians Terry Addison and Cohn Dtbley in the
doubles finals 6-2, 7-5. Addison
and Inbley were seeded fourth.
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Rod Layer

One of the deciding points in
the last game was a double
fault by Laver, 34, of Corona
Del Mar, Calif.
Afterwards, Smith,
Pasadena, Calif., was asked if
it bothered him that his victory
was helped by a default.
"I don't mind winning that
way," Smith said. "I've lost a
lot of matches on double
faults."

Knis
in F

WILSONBonded
& TAtOMPSON

Smith Edges

The 6-foot-4 Smith has now
won $51,700 on the WCT this
year, but still trails Laver who
has accumulated 858,300, including the $5,000 second-place
check he received Sunday...

PAGE NINE

a▪ votti ii)of leiuks. and 'on want to fix it,
that's
agt,od sign.It tells tot y011 puss you how*:And
• that's it 51'ly good sign. It shoWS7you're a
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Tonsible pr.rsoit. Witii a it'll. Who's
investiag---i,
in the Intitro.
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rix4....jxtint the house. put in new carpeting.
Big project Or little.
Anything at all.
„ We want ,to help: Vret..11 enjoy our,peopk-totxxiple service,. where,VI/Inv .always Nuntlx.r
One.

Loans and financing in any amount up tcr4.17,500, including loons on real estate
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Murray -State Takes Big Win
At Austin Peay Sunday, 13-7

Knicks, Celtics Takes Wins
In First Round Of Playoffs

the team
r as outare Joe
ne, Joel
wax and

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The New York Knicks needed
a little "magic" to beat the
Baltimore Bullets and the Boston Celtics used a lot of muscle
to handle the Atlanta Hawks.
Those were the ingredients of
their National Basketball Association playoff victories Sunday
as the Knicks and Celtics headed on a course toward the Eastern Conferenet-title.
Led by Earl -"Magic" Monroe's 32 points, the Knicks
throttled the Bullets 123-103 to
grab a 2-0 lead in their first
round best-of-7 Eastern Conference playoffs.
In another Eastern match,
John Havlicek knocked out Atlanta with a 54-point performance to power a runaway 134-
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109 Celtic triumph for a 1-0 lead
in their series.
In the NBA's Western Conference playoffs, the Golden State
Warriors nipped the Milwaukee
Bucks 95-92 to tie their set at 11
and the Los Arigeles Lakers
ripped the Chicago Buds 108-93
for a 2-0 lead in theirs.
In the American Basketball
Association Sunday,the Indiana
Pacers trimmed the Denver
Rockets 106-93 to take a 2-0
lead in their first-round West
series and the Virginia Squires
beat the Kentucky Colonels 10994 to deadlock their Eastern
series at 1-1.
On Saturday in the ABA, New
York beat Carolina 114-111 in
overtime to tie their Eastern
set at one game apiece and Indiana won the first game over
Denver, 114-91.
The ABA playoffs continue
tonight with the Utah Stars
meeting the San Diego Conquistadors in the first game of
their Western Conference
series. Ng games are scheduled
in the NBA.
•
Monroe, who's alseknown by
other nicknames such as "The
Pearl", -The Count" and
"Money",had an extraordinary
game considering that he didn't
sleep much the night before,_

It apparently didn't matter.
He combined with backcourt
mate Walt Frazier, who scored
2S points to help the KiliCILS
break open the game with a
devastating second half.
The Boston show was all
Havlicek, whose point explosion
was a team record. The Celtic
star had 30 points in the first
half and ran off strings of baskets anytime the Hawks
threatened to make a game of
it.
Cazzie Russell and Nate
Thurmond took over after high?coring Rick Barry hurt his
ankle to lead Golden State over
Milwaukee. Russell came off
the bench to score 25 points and
Thurmond had 12 in the second
half to hold off a furious Milwaukee comeback at the end.
McFarland Is New
Guards Gail Goodrich and
Jerry West combined for 63
Diving Champion
points to power LAS Angeles
PITTSBURGH AP)- Steve
past Chicago.
and
Fla.,
Miami,
of
McFarland
Freddie Lewis scored 30
Debbie Lipman of Long Beach,
points, grabbed 11 rebounds
Calif., are the new individual
and added three assists to lead
winners in the AAU Indoor
Indiana's victory over Denver.
Platform Diving ChampionHe also was the defensive man
sktiPs•
for containing Denthe
responsible
completed
McFarland
ver's high-.scoring Warren Jamen's competition Saturday at
bali, who only had 10 points.
the University of Pittsburgh's
points
460.77
with
Pool
Trees
George Gervin and Julius Erfollowed by Bill Heinz of
led Virginia to a comesing
"I was kind of nervous and back victory over Kentucky.
Princeton with 453.75.
great
Miss Lippman, who came out edgy," said the Knicks'
scored 12 of his 13
"I don't Gervin
of the women's preliminaries in one-on-one guard.
the final period as the
in
points
in afternoon
fifth place, wound up with usually play well
outscored the Colonels
Squires
sleepof
lot
356.45 total points, well ahead games. I spent a
that stanza. Erving led
thinking about 33-14 in
of second-place Linda Cuthbert less moments
all scorers with 41 points.
the game."
of Canada, who had 321.30.

lead in the first inning when a sacrifice fly to score Crouch
Steve Barrett smashed his fifth with the final run of the game.
Howland walked four times
homer of the season, a three run
and scored four runs while
shot to rightfield.
Jerry Weaver, who started Weisman walked three times,
the game on the mound for scored a run and had two RBI's.
Murray, ran into problems and Barrett had two hits, two runs
was chased from the mound scored and five RBI's and
Walling 1-4 in the second.
reached base twice on walks.
retiring only two men.
after
Mrs. Ebbinghaus, a 25-yearThe win leaves the ThoroughMike Sims came on in relief of Bono and Wurth added hits to
old school marm from Munich,
breds with a 17-7 overall mark Weaver and pitched three hit the attack.
took the lead in the second set
and a 6-1 slate in the conference. ball for the remainder of the
Saturday afternoon Murray
from her second-seeded rival
The second game of the game while giving up one run. dropped a 3-2Ailt to Brown. The
with some good grounders and
scheduled doubleheader with
The Thoroughbreds put the winninr.vial crossed when
cross-court shots. But Chris
the Governors was rained out. game away, in the fifth inning Barrett dropped the throw from
won the next four games. Mrs.
the catcher on the double steal.
It was third baseman Steve with a five run outburst.
Ebbinghaus, trailing 30-40 in
Reliever George Hopkins was
on
reached
and
Howland
Sims
big
the
carried
who
the 10th game, double faulted Coulson
with the loss.
charged
followed
Coulson
and
walks
and had to settle for the run- stick for Murray. Coulson
In the second game Saturday,
smashed four.hits in four plate with an RBI single. Barrett
nerup role and $4,500.
and Murray battled to a
appearances and drove in three smashed a run scoring single Brown
7-7
tie.
That game will be
load
the
to
walked
Weisman
and
runs while scoring two himself.
resumed today at 1 p.m. with
bases.
Murray was trailing 6-5 in the
Brown Crouch, batting for action picking up in the eighth
top of the third when Sims
Bono who was ejected inning.
Mike
reached on a fielder's choice
Following the makeup game,
game for arguing over
the
from
on
a
and Howland reached
SAN ANTONIO, Tex.(AP)- walk. Coulson then slammed a a called strike, reached on a the two teams will meet in a
twinbill. Southpaw Russell
Cautious playing Betsy Cullen, triple driving in two runs and fielder's choice.
Leon Wurth doubled to score Peach will hurl the first game
who saw a seven-stroke lead giving Murray the lead. Rick
disappear in the final round of( Weisman added another run by Weisman and Barrett. Johnny while either Greg Engler or
the Alamo Ladies Open Sunday driving in Coulson with a Rayburn walked to load the Jerry Weaver will pitch the
bases and Stueber followed with nightcap.
at Woodlake Golf Club, staged sacrifice fly.
a rally to claim the title.
The 'Breds had taken a 3-0
The blue-eyed blonde from
a
with
finished
Tulsa, Okla.,
three-over-par 76 to go with
earlier rounds of 69 and 73 for
a one-under par 218 total.
Betty Burfeindt put on a courageous charge for most of the
,,NEW YORK I AP)- UCLA's
day but faltered on the final Bill Walton and Ed Ratleff of
a
with
two holes arid wound up
Long Beach State led the bal71 for a 220.
loting for the annual National
Sandra Palmer finished third Basketball Association College
place with a 72 for a 221, fol- All-America Team for 1972-73 in
lowed by LPGA Hall of Famer coaches' selections announced
Mickey Wright at 222.
today.
The first team also included
Doug Collins of Illinois State,
Wins
Kerry Melville
David Thompson of North Caro,
lina State and Jim Brewer of
AND FREE SHOE RENTAL
In Virginia Slims
Minnesota.
WITH COUPON ONLY!
ii
The second team included ErTUCSON, Ariz;TAP)- - It
,
of
Providence
nie
DiGregorio
Good Tuesday, April 3, 1973
took four tries, but Kerry MelBehagen of Minnesota,
ville finally moved from run- Ron
---on N7-7
Tech,
Green of Louisiana
%..orvette Lanes CT:oup
ner-up position to champion in Mike
rn
of
Southweste
Lamar
Dwight
a Virginia Slims women's
Louisiana and John Brown of
tennis tour tournament.
Missouri.
Miss Melville of Australia deThe coaches were asked to
feated Nancy Gunter of Lake
Livingston, Tex., 6-3, 6-4 Sun- name the best college players
Phone 753-2202
1415 Main Street
day to win the $6,000 Tucson's In the nation regardless of class
or position.
Women's Tennis Tournament.

Chris Evert Leading
Money Winner In LTA
By KAROL STONGER
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Chris
Evert says she takes tennis
more seriously now that she's
playing for pay, but when
asked what she would do with
the $8,000 first prize in the $30,000 Lady Gotham Classic, she
wrinkled her nose and said,
"Just save it. What do I need it
for?"
The 18-year-old Floridian,
who turned down more than
$50,000 in winnings last year because of her amateur status,
has more than: made up for it
simply by lending her name to
a line of tennis togs and rackets. And since turning professtonal barely three months ago,
she has vaulted to the •top of
the U.S. Lawn Tennis Association money list with $26,350 for
three victories in four starts.
Her latest triumph came with
a 6-0, 6-4 thumping of West
German Katja Ebbinghaus ii
Madison Square Garden's Felt
Forum Sunday. Among the
more than 2,500 spectators was
Vice President Spiro Agnew.
Miss Evert, trim and tan in
an ice-blue frock, cooly took
command of the first set but let
her mind wander • and was

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Murray State tightened its
first place lead in the western
division of the Ohio Valley
Conference baseball race with a
13-7 win yesterday at Austin
Peay.

Betsy Cullen
Rallies For Win

Walton, Ratleff
Lead In Balloting

* SPECIAL!! *
uesday, April 3, 1973
Only!
From 3 p.m. tii 11 p.m.
Coupon
Games for $

SPORTS UNLIAALTED

Pro golfers speak strange language

flawlessly (right on the
There is happ) talk, as well,
he more than likely would obscrews) he may remark: "I
especiall) on the putting
serve: "Morte," the Spanish
killed it," or "I hit it hot and
tournamost
where
green,
thinks
Tolhurst
equivalent:
hookin'," or even "I flat
or
won
are
all,
after
ments?
been
this change "night have
Players on the Professional
busted it."
_
long
the
is
Happiness
last
influenced by Cesar Sanudo,
Golfers' Association tour used
which somehow finds the
putt
the
of
An iron shot that sends the
some
or
l'revino
Lee
to call a spade a spade. If they
hole and rolls in. It Might
ball at the flag all the way
other Latin American pros
hooked a ball they called it a
bring a cry of "I made a roller
often draws this bit of ecnow on the tour.
hook. If a shot went soaring
coaster," Or -1 rolled in a
"I blanked it out," or
the midstacy:
down
sails
ball
a
If
that
just
'was
it
out of bounds
snake,' or -I made a field
it on a clothes line to
say it's
hung
pros
"I
the
nowadays
dle
-- out of bounds.
goal."
of
stick."
instead
the
grass"
short
the
"in
Today the PGA tour roster
the fairway. And if a shot
The short putts, which often
_Mind you, some of the oldis sprinkled liberallY with
strays into the rough, that's
bother the pros as much as
their
Like
timers on the tour still use
)oungsters
pro
the
the least likely word
they do the weekend hackers
their earlier plainspoken
• counterparts in other fields,
will use. He'll describe its lie
because they count just as
vernacular. But nobody is
they have brought their own
as in the "Brillo," the "wire"
much as the long drive, often
complaining about the • new
new words and phrases to the
"
"cabbage.
the
"
or
are called "knee-knockers,
Wossary of words and phrases
rsilanguage of golf. If you're
'A player who spends a lot
"knuckle-whiteners" or
that has crept into pro golf,
in a PGA tour gallery one of
is
rough
of his time in the
"character - btfilders." The
says Tolhurst, for it adds a litthese days, or watching one of
known now as a 'cabbageamateurs often use those
tle color and sometimes some
those weekend televised
pounder.'' explains Tolhurst.
terms as well.
fun to a game that gets pretty
matches where the contesto
used
unfortunate
an
Such
grim at times when each shot
tants chat happily., among
Some of the fanciest lanbe classed as a- weed-beater'
either earns or costs the tourby the pros for
themselves between shots,
saved
is
guage
riot too long ago.'•
ing pro hundreds or thousands
Tolyou just may miss what
says
shots,
finest,
their
Hazards, says the PGA offione
of. dollars.
hits
they're talking about.
player
a
If
hurst.
cial, provide a rich and colorDesmond Tolhurst, a vettour
The
too.
,
vocabulary
ful
eran official of .the PGA Tourplayer whose ball splashes
nament Players Division,
into the water may moan that
happen
doesn't want that to
laked it," or -I H2-0'4-it."
So he has worked out a sort of
Or he ought observe "that
glossary of modern pro tour
one's a wet one or simply
slang.
caliente" -- Spanish
"agua
quaint.
Some of it's rather
water
hot
for
hut
some downright strange.
If the pro smacks a ball into
most of it is pretty logical
By BOB GREEN
Canadian George Knudson
a bunker it might be deonce you get.the hang.
scribed variously as going "In
Associated Press Sports Writer grouped at 203.
For instance, explains Tolthe pit," "the beach," "the
"I think Graham is the man
GREENSBORO:N.C.(AP)hurst, a player hits a long but
cat box," or the kitty litter."
Most of pro golf's leading lights to beat," said Snead. -'He's
hooking drive and it falls out
game filled with
aren't overly concerned about a Playing very well right now.
of bounds. Somebody says ----Cod is a
ironies and the men who play one-day delay in getting to Au- • He'll be hard to handle."
'Oscar Brown: -The players
it often are prone to ironic ob- gusta, Ga., for the start of the
"I hope you're rightr Sam."
know what that means, but
So a pro who 1 famed Masters Tournament on said the 35-year-old Graham,
servations.
most of the gallery or TV fans
pushes a ball far to the right Thursday.
who had just finished with a 67.
won't have the limiest nooften comments: "That's not
'
"I don't think it makes any
Casper, a 41-year-old veteran
tion*.
nearly far enotighto the left." difference at all," said Billy__ who held the lead at the end of
"Oscar. Brown IMAMS OS,
•;-hif,.fhive,7-111ys--Tol- • Tour talk has its exaggera- Casper."You'll still be able to Friday's second round, is fight
retie
tions, too. For instance, a
victory
burst.
18-month
play a couple of practice tog
an
might
Once upon a time if a pro hit- badly heeled wood shot
longest of his cathe
all
ion
and
rounds
that's
drought,
-s-dieti-trautO tie would----begreetedby'Ilitt_tl# one
nito
.reer. He had four birdies-two
halfway up the grip."
comment: "I'm dead." Today
"I heard the course is closed of them after reaching par five
•
at Augusta now anyhow, be- and two-but took three from
cause of all the rain, so I can't the fringe for a bogey on the
see it makes any difference said 10th hole. He had a 68.
Lee Trevino had a 69 for a
Lou Graham.
Graham and Casper shared 206, seven back. Lee Elder was
the lead at 199, a whopping 14 five off the lead after a 68 for a
under par, going into today's 204.
rain-delayed final round in the
16110,000 Greater Greensboro
9130,200
which followed the •
By BEN THOMA.5 , Paterno
Open Golf Tournament'
Gulfon
th
Derby
Florida
Writer
Sports
Associated Press
finish was
Greensboro
The
card.
stream
Anyway you loak-at it, SecreHARRISBURG ( Al'' Trainer Jimmy Croll, who pushed back one day by a
tariat is still THE horse to beat
series of rains that have de- Coach Joe Paterno has reRegal,
and
Royal
handles
also
Derby-at
in the Kentucky
out in the luged this arta and turned the ceived a new car and a trip to
least until the Gotham Mile sent Mr. Prospector
sprint and the Raise A Native 7,021-yard, par-71 Sedgefield anywhere in the world at a
next Saturday.
colt, one of the many Kentucky Country Club course into a testimonial dinner for his Penn
But Sham, a strapping son of Derby nominees, responded quagmire.
State football team.
Pretense, could emerge as Sec- with a smashing nine-length
Saturday's play was washed -11irtestimoniat was held- to
retariat's chief challenger for victory in a track record time out by a ltt-inch rain. A double
the delight of Penn
the May 5 classic at Churchill of 1:07 4-5, just two-fifths of a round of 36 holes was scheduled State alumni with Paterno's reDowns after winning the $124,- 'Second off the American record Sunday but the course was un jection of a multi-million dollar
400 Santa Anita Derby on Sat- for the distance.
playable-with much of it un- offer to coach the New England
urday, beating Linda's Chief,
Leo's Pisces, mean- der water--for the morning Patriots of the National FootLongshot
who was the No. 2 choice in the while, won the $75,000 Loui- round and only the afternoon ball League.
wipterbook, by 21,2 lengths in siana Derby at the New Or- half was played.
"I make a lot of speeches in
record.time.
That.forced a Monday windup a year, but tonight I'm overleans Fair Grounds, paying a
and delayed most of the play- whelmed," said Paterno. "You
The Florida Derby results the ywhopping $109.80 for a $2 win
ers' travel plans for Augusta by people in this state have done
nothing
did
victory
The
ticket.
inprobably
were
same day
so much more fur me than
a day. ,
Derby
Kentucky
his
enhance
to
conclusive, insofar as the Kenalone
was
Rodriguez
can ever do for you. We've got
-chi-Chi
had
colt
the
tucky Derby is concerned. The prospects, although
after a67 for 201. Doug much more to accomplish__We
third
in
Fountain
the
in
folugh
finished
of
out
most intriguing news
Shecky Sanders, 69, and Rod Funseth, want Penn'Stateto be No. 1Gulfftream was not the victory of Youth Stakes behind
Gulf- 68, followed at 202 with 60-year- not just in football, but in evat
earlier
by Royal and Regal, but the re- Greene 10 days
Sam Snead, Iktike Hill and erything "
stream.
sprint
rlong
sults of the six-fu
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
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SA VINGS
G78x15..
G78 x 14F78 x 14

Secretaria
The Horse To Beat -

Federal
Tax

111.95 + 62.60
$18.95 + $2.53
$17.95 + $2.37

DEAN POLORIS
-4 Ply PolyesterB78 x 11
C78 iL,13.
E78 x 14
F78 x 14
G78 x 14.-p
II l8x1.4
1.-d8x 15
G78 x 15
H78 x 15

Prices

$15.95 +81.81
$1$.95 +$1.91
$17.49 + $2.22
$17.95 +82.37
$18.$6 + $2.53
$19.95 + $2.75
821.95+ 3.16
$18.95 +82.60
$19.95 + $2.80

Good thru April te

-WE ALSO HAVE EQUAL SAVINGS ON STEEL
BELTS AND RADIAL'
* FREE!! *
MOUNTING and BALANCING
.Ite
\‘s
44‘(‘‘
NITC.
1

CAIN GULF &
753-5862

6th and Main Murray: Ky.
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Poke Sallet Familiar To Harlan
Countians; Festival Held Annually
By Helen Price Stacy
Whatever the weather above
ground, nature is already deep
into spring with a multitude of
roots are are ready to push
through the soil. April can be
expected to cover Kentucky
mountainsides and valleys like
•bolt of calico printed with blue
phlox, firepinks, wild ginger
and bluets.
When we talked with Mrs.
Anne Caudill in the Whitesburg
office of her lawyer-author
husband, Harry M. Caudill;
spring seemed miles away to
the south. Pine Mountain was
swathed in a foggy mist and
tree trunks without leaves
looked gaunt and ghostly.
But Mrs. Caudill is used to
spring in the mountains and
knows that by April 20, Pine
Mountain will be blooming with
violets, showy orchids, trillium,
trout lily, bloodroot, hepatica,
spring beauty and anemones.
Mrs. Caudill said that April 20
will be the beginning of a
"Wildflower Weekend" at what
was formerly called the Pine
Mountain Settlement School.
"The school is now known as the
Pine Mountain Environmental
Education Center," she said.
The rustic stone and log
buildings, and the 800 acres of
mountain forest land, are no
longer a part of the public
school system due to consolidation. The structures and
grounds are now a center of

nature study and conununity
activities.
"Many families and groups
use the area for camping and
special classes and programs,"
said Mrs. Caudill. "Though
individuals are welcome,
especially for the wildflower
weekend, the facility is ideal for
groups."
She gives much credit for
development of the environmental center to Burton
Rogers; long-time director of
the school, and his wife, Mary.
"They can tell you about
every tree and flower in the
area. Both take an active lead in
education programs which
study the flora, fauna, geology
and natural history of the
Cumberland Mountains."
Registration for the Easter
Sunday weekend begins at 4
p.m. Friday, April 20, and
continues through the evening.

After registration and dinner
opening day, a slide program
will be presented.
Saturday's events start with
an "early bird" walk, followed
by morning and afternoon field
trips. The Saturday evening
program will be directed by Dr.
Mary Wharton of Georgetown
College and Dr. Roger Barbour
of the University of Kentucky,
co-authors of the book,
"Wildflowers and Ferns of
Kentucky."
In addition to a hike on Easter
morning, a special sunrise
service will be held at the
center's beautiful stone chapel.
The center is located on Ky.721 northeast V Pineville. For
reservations and other information
write
Peter
Westover, Pine Mountain
Environmental
Education
Center, Pine Mountain, Ky.
40664.

FORECAST
FOR TOMORROW:
Profitable Action ...
IF YOU ORDER A
LEDGER & TIMES
WANT AD!!

Environmentally
Speaking
THOMAS 0. HARRIS
By MICHAEL O'CONNOR
Copley News Service

proportions.
[Snip truck contractors are
qurkly running out of space
in Idle near suburbs where
can be dropped and
sc*tered. It isn't that Washington is short of available
open real estate. Rather, it is
the concerti by many — including a well-based environmental lobby — that indiscriminate dumping can start
a suburban polution problem
stole the Metro solves an urban transportation problem.
Again, it is hard to measure
precisely the immensity of the
dirt problem. But one Metro
enginevr estimated that all of
the dirt removed to make
room for the 98-mile system
would be enough to fill the
Washington Monument more
than 400 times.
So far, no one is willing to
take him up on the bet but all
acknowledge the problem exists in a manner no one contemplated. Complicating the.
situation is the fact the city is
also undergoing a significant
increase in new office building construction downtown.
The holes for these buildings
get deeper as pressure
mounts for more offstreet
parking.
The end result is more dirt.
No group is more concerned
about the situation than the
contracting firms who own
the fleets of behemoth trucks.
Generally, they say that if alternate -dump sites are to be
louncltirivers will be focced to
go into outlying Maryland and
Virginia counties far from the
Metro work.
is :Waring crisis

WASHINGTON — Six days
a week, from predawn until
well after dark, multiton
dump trucks thunder down
this c4y's thoroughfares.
Th
are big, noisy and a
power to be reckoned with in a
city where traffic jams are
the order of the day under any
circumstance.
But the monster wagons
also are an ever-apparent
sign of a building boom under
way in the greater District of
Columbia metropolitan area.
They are a part of progress,
but they also are Contributing
to a problem that no one
thought much about a few
months ago.
The problem is a four-letter
word — dirt.
In the last two years, damp
trucks have hauled an unestimated tonnage of dirt, rocks
and junk from bepeath the
-city's streets so workers can
tunnel for the area's vast
Metropolitan Subway System.
Designed along Linea ilinilar to the San Francisco Bay
Area Rapid Transit system, it
will be completed sometime
in 1975.
In the meantime, Metro officials are being faced With a
dilemma that Harry Homeowner meets occasionally
when he plants a shrub or
tree in the backyard: what to
do with the dirt you can't put
back in the holt.,„.;,
In Washington the4thatitak.

Each mile farther will raise
the cost of hauling the dirt,
they contend.
'

PATROLMAN ZOKKD - PIP YOU SHOOT YOUR
SUPPY, MAI 570.1E7
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ROBBER MY OWN 6usi weerr

THEY 5AY THAT BUtLET HIT JIM
--MAYBE l vv. HE WAS MY
ONLY FRIEND iN THE PATROL -

oFF.

,CORPOP,AL CROCK'
THE WORLD 11,404,
<5 WAt

•

WAN RL)11-ILE.SS,1IGERI51-4
AND TRICKY!! COLN,/ YOU
AND I KNOW ITS NOT
TRUE. —

2
3
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Fondle
Pronoun
Flock
Spirit in "The
Tempest"

1 Southern
blackbird
4 Exclamation
6 Bend '
7 Sunburn'
11 Breed of dog
• . 11- River in France
13 Ached
15, Postscript . . 9 Preposition'
10 Pounding
(abbr.)
16 prayers
instrument,
17-Preposition
18 Conjunction
14 Gave
19 Symbol for
medicine to
tantalum
17 Go by water
.2/ College
- official
20 Danish island
22 Dines ..
23 Cooled lava
24 Escaped
24 Note of scale
26 Speech
25 Force
impediment
.27 Body of water
le Beverage
29 Eagle's nest
30 tiVeird
-01 Weavg
32 Cries like caw
machine
35 Periods of year
33 Man's
37 Tumble
nickname
34 Units
16 Top of house
38 College degree
(abbr.)
40 Allowance
Or.waste
42 Burdens
45 New Deal
agency (init )
47 Distance
Measure
49 Winter vehicle
50 Part of church
52 Father
54 Measure of
weight (abbr.)
55 Note of scale
56 Platitude
59 Diphthong
61 Tavern
63 Makes into
law
15.3• Teems
66 A continent
(abbr.)
67 Roman bronze

eligible for the flood insurance.
I am proud of the water
resources permit systems and
inspection system. Through the
water withdrawal permit
system, we determine the water
supply requirements in Kentucky. Anyone wishing to
commercially withdraw, divert
or transfer water from any
stream, lake or ground water
source must obtain a permit.
Through the construction
permit system and investigations,
the
water
resources staff insures that
structures built on Kentucky rivers and lakes are safe.
About 140 permits were approved last year and we have
become more active in inspecting dams. We plan to inspect the over 300 dams in
Kentucky this year to affirm
their safety.
We also review federal
proposals and work with the
Army Corps of Engineers in
their development programs, as
we are now doing on the Cave
Run Dam and Eagle Creek
Lake projects.
I feel we have made considerable progress in our water
resources program and that we
will continue to do so. I believe
the results of our water
resources studies will allow
Kentuckians to make the best
use of their land.

—Hospital Administration
Conference Set for April

Experts in the Reid of hospital
administration will gather in
Memphis April 12 and 13 from
throughout the Mid-South to
find ways to cope with rising
hospital costs, it was announced
today.
The two day conference will
be conducted by the Memphis
Regional Medical Program at
the.Sheraton Motor Inn, Some
250 administrators, trustees and
purchasing managers received
invitations to the. meetings.
Among the conference, obThe problem is of direct jectives to be explored are the
concern to a firrn known as use of shared services, cost
--Minority Truckers. An all- cutting management
black business operation, it techniques, in addition to .an
consists of 21 firms banded to- increased awareneas
—elf .the
gether to share a $1 million
need for containing hospital
initial hauling job for Metro. costs.
Metro officials took some
Statistics from a survey in the
pride in awarding the con- "Journal of the American
tract and felt it was a first 'Hospital Association" show that
step in upgrading the quality costs to hospitals operating
in
of minority business enter- Kentucky,
Tennessee,
prise in Washington.
Mississippi and Alabama rose
A drastic reappraisal of the 12 per cent from December,
contract, however, could
1971 to December 1972, while
dampen that enthusiasm.
the national average rose only 7
A spokesman for Minority
per cent during this same
Truckers said that moving to period.
more distant dump sites
Among the featured speakers
would mean buying additional for the two-day
conference will
trucks, hiring more drivers be
William A. Michela of
and taking a "distressing cut"
Chicago, director of Hospital
in profits.
Administrative Services for the
Minority Truckers actually
American Hospital Association.
is only a token part of the
Mr. Michela will speak on
earth-moving effort. Any of
the 31 prune building con- realistic approaches to cost
tractors on thesubway is au- containment at 9:15 a.m. April
12.
thorized to subcontract for its
Another featured speaker will
owo hauling service.

ACROSS

-

The water resources program
in the Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection has to
keep up with a lot of water,
since Kentucky has more miles
of streams than any other state
except Alaska, as well as many
lakes and a humid climate.
I'm proud of the strides we
have made in finding out how
much water we have in the
Colltunonwealth of Kentucky,
where it is, and who's using it
far ,what.
We've also made
progress in making sure people
living along our waterways are
relatively safe from floods.
Our water resources program
works closely with the federal
government to promote flood
control work through both
structural and non-structural
methods. The staff is presently
working with the U.S. Army
Corps of
Engineers in the
development of dams—a
structural flood control method.
Non-structural melhods include
encouraging communities to
zone their land so building is not
done in a floociplain.
Our water resources staff also
works with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development in the Flood Insurance
Program. Communities which pass ordinances
controlling building certain
structures in a floodplain are

This prospect does not rest
well with the officials of Metro
who are already plagued with
inflationary cost increases on
the over-all project and a Congress which has been less
than eager to put large chunks
of money in the subway work.
Finishing off the triangle is
the environmental lobby. It
raises even more refined arguments of dumping techruques,land soilage, erosion if
the area is hit by heavy rains,
and ruin of the pastoral counlrY&ide.

Crossword Puzzle
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51 Black
38 Wild hogs
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41 Decorate
43 Argue
deity_
60 Worm
44 A state (abbr
62 French article
46 Conjunction •64 Symbol for
48 Evaporates
caoum
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Corporation
Has immediate opening for
draftsmen. Experience
desired, but not riece•zsary.
Send resume of your
qualifications to
Rem Smith
P.O. Box 1059
Paris, Tenn. 38242.

WANT A second income? For
opportunity to work part time, set
own hours, have financial
security. Phone 753-1470. April 5F
FIRST CLASS cook wanted, to be
in charge of all cooking. Salary
according. I experienced cook's
helper. One experienced waitress
for evening shift. Kentucky Lake
Lodge Restaurant, Aurora,
Kentucky. Phone 474-2259 for
appointment.
A2C
WANTED MATURE lady to live
in with elderly woman near
Paris, Tennessee. Phone 753-5421
after 5:00p.m.
A4C
INTERVIEWERS WANTED for
part time telephone survey work.
Not a selling job. Give phone
number and state if private or
party line. Air mail letter including education, work experience and names of references
to Overnight-Surveys pepartment, American Research
Bureau, 4320 Ammendale Road,
Beltsville, Maryland 20705. A7P

* WANTED *

be
William Towle, administrative vice president of
Columbia Hospitals and Clinics
at Columbia, Maryland.
Columbia is a model city set up
by American City Corporation:
a division of the Rouse Company, which has a contract with
the Shelby County Commission,
together with Boyle In
vegenents, to plan a model city
here called Shelby Farms.

EXPERIENCED
CASHIERS
Excellent working conditions. Starting Rate $1.70
per hour with other fringe
benefits.
Apply in person at UNCLE
JEFFS from 1 p.m. until 3
p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday,
or Thursday. No phone
calls please.

FOR THE best in pest control
Mr. Towle'has been with the service and
termite control call
Columbia project since 1966. Superior Exterminati
ng ComPrior to that he was an assistant pany, 753-7266...
May 3C
administrator of Johns Hopkiis
Hospital. While in Memphis he
will talk at 10:30 a.m. April 13
on how to achieve economy and
maintain quanty in hospitals.
Other speakers will be Paris
Prince, administrator of the
Parkview Hospital at Dyersburg, who will speak at 11:30
a.m. April 13 on the changing
role of the small hospital and
Martin Drebin, director of
finance at Evanston Hospital at
Evanston, Illinois, who will
speak twice on April 12—onee at
1 p.m. on how to develop a cost
controllability
concept and
again at 1:45 p.m. on budgeting
as a management tool for cost
control.

TWO BED
apartment,
peting, g
required.
Phone 7

NEW TWO
on large lot
all carp
disposal,
'cirPorivRo
-Phone 753-7
with full
bedrOonis,
Located on
city limits.
753-5228.
RENT A
Talyor
weekend,
Qualified
13'72:'

PIANO
rebuilding
vice. 15 y
pianos for
Murray,
8911

I Sought My Farm Through a
WARLAD
I Built My Barn With Mat•rial
Advertised in a
WANT AD
I Bought My Tractor Through
ICARLAD
My Family Lives Setter ',COY)*
lead and Buy Through the
111A141A011

The subject of sharing services in small hospitaLs will be
—753-1916
discussed at 10:30 a.m. April 12.,_
by A.T. McCarley, executiii
'
""
"
1 9614
"
"
!
WA "
Al
director of Western Kentucky—
I
,
Hospital Services, Inc., at
Madisonville, Kentucky. Dr.
Paul E. Slaton, Jr., M.D.,
associate professor of medicine
and director of continuing
medical education at Vanderbilt University Sctiaol of
Medicine in Nashville, wit]
speak on quality assurance,
*9
a.m. April 13.

The
Ledger & Times

Two specialized areas will be
explored by a representative
from a hospital consulting firm
in Philadelphia, Pa. James
McNally, director of the health
service care group of Lybrand,
Ross Bros., and Montgomery,
will speak at 3 p.m. April 12 on
flexible staffing in nursing
services and at 3:45 p.m. April
12 on how to contain.c
.osts in the
laboratory and radiology
departments.
The conference will be cosponsored by the Arkansas
Hospital Association, Health
Systems Managemean; Inc.,
Mississippi Hospital
Association, Mississippi
Regional Medical Program and
the
Tennessee
Hospital
Association.
Additional information may
:be obtained from James Easter,
conference coordinator, at 1300
MaCal Center 'rowers, 969
Madison or at telephone
number 725-0715.

People needing a Social
Security number should apply
at least several weeks before
they need it, according to a
spokesman from the Paducah
Social Security office.
Applications are screened
against Social Security Central
files in Baltimore to make sure
a second number isn't issued to
the same person.
"This takes time, therefore
it is not possible to obtain a
social security number on the
day the application is filed," a
spokesman said. "This is true
even for people who have never
had a number."
Besides needing a Social
Security number for a job,
people may need one for such
things as: a bank account,
students (College
Board
Exams), voter registration,
military service, driver's
license, etc.
Again, please apply early
for your social security number," the spokesman emphasized.
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FOR SALE

FOR RENT
FOR RENT
30 x 80 builthui,. in
Dixieland Shopping ('enter
753-3018
Fully Air Conilitioneil

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
and shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street, 753April 4NC
6609.
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
apartment, wall to wall carpeting, good location. No lease
required. $120.00 per mo
Phone 753-4331.

Apra 21se
,/

BUILDING, 1 ' ' air =Ir.
Phone 753pressor
A2C
3018.
THREEDROOM house, gas,
heat, good location. Phone 753A2C
18.
TWO BEDROOM house with bath
and gas heat. Located in Hardin.
A2C
Phone 753-4661.

FOR SALE

Another View

Call
753-1916

When You Say Omaha Sirloin, You've Said The Very Best!

DATSUN OWWRS

It's Prime 8 It's Fine

BEAT THE HEAT!!

SPECIAL

SPECIAL PRICE
z

Monday, Tuesday 8 Wednesday

on

AIR CONDITIONING

FREE
Sit4i<

Through April

Wrni

-TANKFUL
GAs

Regular $340.00

NOW

STroe5
P. Den I.t Po MI
C It3

$280°° Installed
MURRAY DATSUN, Inc,

ore
,
oefdr

"STEAK KNIFE WHAT FORt"

ONE of the finer things of lifeLustre carpet cleaner. Rent
TUNING-Repair. Blue
PIANO
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser. electic shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik
A7C
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt Market. Five Points.
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- NEW 19" color Television, $299.95
while they last. Roby Sales, High8911.
TFC way 68, Benton, Kentucky. May

Fresh Gulf

Shrimp Cocktail

Reg.
$1.50

Home-made

Reg.
351

89' 1 Vegetable Soup

1

19

AUTOS FOR SALE

REAI. ESTATE FOR SALE

Phone 753-7114

10 percent oft all R urned
Goods
Open tilt 7:00 P)1,(1

• Good Hunk '0 Omaha Sirloin
• Tossed Salad with Home-made Dressings
• Baked Potato or French Fries • Hot Home-made Yeast Rolls
• Tomato Slice • 2 Onion Rings

1 .••••i ISho•• Se
h,,
•••••
,

19/1 (iRAND Prix S.J., 27,000
THREE BEDROOM brick home, miles. Factory air, power wincarpeted, carport and patio in dows, steering and brakes, tilt
604 South 12th
•
back, large storage building. On wheels, AM-FM stereo, vinyl
NEW TWO bedroom apartments
large lot on 94 East, five miles roof. Pontiac mags. Phone 753on large lot. Central heat and air,
Phone 753-8049 8818 or 753-9997.
A2C
all carpeted, dishwasher, AVON TO buy or sell. Call 753- 21" MOWER, Briggs & Stratton from Murray.
A2C
disposal, range, refrigerator, 8706 or 443-3366. Write Glenda engine, $49.88. 5 H.P. Tiller. after 4:00 p.m.
1966 CliEVELLE _SS 396. Er:
Briggs & Strattpn_engine, power
carport...patio. 9140.00 per month. Duke, P.O. Bez,_3247, Pa
a•11•111111r.OOOOO
A5C Kentucky-,42001.
April 26C reverse, $147.88. 5 H.P. riding
cellent condition. Phone Pat Scott
Phone 753-7550.
Vacation or Year
mower, 25" cut, Briggs &
753-7261 or 753-1688.
A2P
•
Around Home
•
UNFURNISHED BRICK house TOBACCO STICKS,4 cents each. Stratton engine, $258.95. 7 H.P.•
•
A2C riding mower, 30" cut, Briggs & •
On Jonathan Creek
with full basement, three Phone 753-4022 evenings.
• CHEVROLET, IMPALA, 1967
n
•
$17,500
bedrooms, two car garage.
Stratpin engine, 023.95. 7 H.P. •
• two door hardtop, automatic
Located on Old Benton Road at MOBILE HOME, 1971 Stanford riding e_•..ower, 30" cut, Briggs & •
• New, Living room, deck,
transmission, power brakes and
complete kitchen, full bath,
city limits. Phone Robert Walker 12'x60', completely furnished Stratton engine, tectric start,•
steering, factory air cone,
•
A3P including washer and dryer. $399.95 Roby Sale Highway 68, • 3 bedrooms, carpeted and
753-5228.
ditioning, $650.00. 1968 Delmont
is furnished.
Excellent condition. Phone 753- Benton, Kentucky.
May2C •
Oldsmobile, two door hardtop,
ASP
Call A. Sirnrnen
RENT A new Plymouth from 8655 after 4:00p.m.
•
power brakes and steering,
Lile Real Estate
▪
•
Talyor Motors for a day,
$725.00. Both good clean cars.
Auction
and
weekend, week or month.
•
Montgomery Ward
Will sell below wholesale price.
BEL'fONE FACTORY fresh
•
Home 3544353 or
Qualified Drivers only, 7531703 Chestnu
Phone 753-2753 or see Glenn
•
hearing aid batteries for all make
Office 474-7717
A4C
•
lv
1372.'"
Sale, WednesdaY
A2C
Starks at Almo Heights.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. A4C
•
MUSIC

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

Mqf

opening for
xperience
necessary.
of your

•••

A Classified A

7ED

ition
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BY OWNER 1968 Buick two door
IN GATESBOROUGH by owner, hardtop,Skylark Custom, factory
brick home, carpted, three large power and air, local car. Imbedrooms, living room, den, maculate. New tires. Exceptional
16' kitchen, with built-ins, utility, buy. Must see to believe. If inBOAT,
FIBERGLASS
Glastron,33 H.P. Evinrude motor two baths, double garage with terested phone 753-5970 after 4:00
A5C
and trailer. Excellent condition. storage room, patio, central heat p.m. daily and weekends.
and air, nice lot. Shown by apPhone 753-2264 after 6:00
A4C pointment only. Phone 753-8742
p.m.
SERVICES OFFERED
A4C
after 5:00 p.m.

TRIANGLE INN
SERVICES OFFERED

• apering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile
Complete Home
Remodeling
FREE ESTIMATE

753-4953

THE CONTRACT will be let for
the mowing and upkeep of the
Friendship Graveyard, the first
Sob:nifty in April at -2.40 p.m.,.
HOUSE PAINTING-exterior, and anyone who wants to donate
interior-city or farm. Quality to this cause see Ocus Carraway,
work, reasonable priced. C & J Arie Tripp, Golden Ragsdale or
Painting Contractors. Phone 437- Clyde Phillips.
A3P
May 4P
4712.
YOU,ARE invited to the Gospel
EXPERIENCED ROOFER will meeting new in pcagraaa at the
furnish shingles and Put on for West Murray church of Christ,
$16.50 per square Phone 489A7C
nightly.
A6P 7:30
2680.
SERVICES OFFERED

Bill Houghton
753-0961
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING;
carpets, furniture, floors, walls
and specialities services. Call
Servicemaster collect 2477333.
April 4C
SERVICE IS THE
DIFFERENCE
TRY
US

If You
Alit COMPRES.SORs
-Sales & ServiceDIXIELAND CONIPIIII:SSoR
CO.
753-3018 Day or Night
All Werk Guaranteed
FOR ALL your additionsremodeling, residential or
commercial. New or old. Free
TFC
estimates. C-all 753-6123.

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916

PIANO TUNfli-G at
LEGAL NOTICE
VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe Store. LIGHTWEIGHT CAMPER for
WIL DO trash and brush hauling.
Before 5:00 Am.,
CARROLL
Jerry Cain, 753-871t.
•
heather goods and shoe repair. pickup truck, less than one yenis
rates Phone 753Reasonable
craftsman Piano Technician Allftypes of Western supplies. old. Has built-in ice box, cabinets
of Soil
Board
Joint
GEN
The
VOLKSWA
Then
TFC
6130.
AUTOS FOR SALE
Guild.
Marshall,
AJOIcu,zed
of
800 Chestnut
Supervisors
1_72c Boats for just about any activity and clothes closet. Couch makes
_
Deo le,
After 5:30 p.m. and
McCracken
Murray, Ky.
and
Calloway
full size bed, plus ipcks for 1964 CHEVROLET Impala four
under the sun. Sycamore and
LOCKSMITH Service
ROY'S
7:30,
of
hour
A3NC door hardtop automatic tran- phone paria.642,6551.
Phone 7534859
Counties, will, at the
April 25C loading. Phone 753-31437.
4th.
Until 6:30 p.m.
TFC
FOR SALEpm on the 16 day of April, 1973,
smission, power brakes, power
and end tables steering, air conditioning, JERRY'S REFINISHING & SUMMER HEAT won't stop-but in the County Courtroom of
COUCH, GREEN-traditional. THREE TRACK motorcycle COFFEE TABLE
ironing board; maroon-white top. One owner, Custom Built furniture, 6 miles your air conditioner will, if not Marshall County Courthouse, in
lamps;
three
set;
A3P
753-1803
489-2640.
Phone
Good condition.
trailer. Phone
Kentucky, conduct a
chest of local car. Looks like new. See at'
furniture;
miscellaneous
A4P
South of Murray on Hwy. 641. serviced properly. Call Morris Benton,
after 4:00 p.m.
16 Caldwell's Used Cars, or phone
hearing on the petitions for
TOY POODLES, three females, drawers; chair; clothes, size
Jerry McCoy, owner. ( 502) 497- Refrigeration Sales & Service, public
GOOD NEWS? A Gospel Meeting
A3NC 753-1729.
753-2478.
May2C discontinuance of theEASTFORK is in progress at the West Murray
A3P 8837.
TFC 753-7205.
WALNUT TREES. Phone 436- ARC registered, 7 weeks old. women Phone
CLARKS RIVER WATERSHED church of Christ, 7:30 nightly,
A3C Phone 489-2189.
A2C
2255.
NSERVANCY DISTRICT; the
LIGHTNING SAILBOAT, two ROAD RUNNER, 1969, black
A7C
and you are invited.
WILL DO painting.; interior or KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
and Spinnaker. Also vinyl top, factory mags. Real
of the said hearing will
sails
of
purpose
sets
and
guitar
Free
classic
hour.
or
C-1
GIBSON
exterior. By the job
CONCRETE STEPPING stones Nichols and Holeman trailer.
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South be to determine whether the
A3C estimates. Phone 437-4534 or 5Vsharp. Phone 437-4740.
Olds Ambassador trumpet. and concrete splash blocks.
13th Street, "Every day you reasons given for discontinuance
Excellent condition. $2500.00. Can
A3C
April 24C delay lets bugs have their
Phone 753-7532.
9714.
104
Murray Lumber CompanY;
be seen at 107 Hickory Drive or 1956 CHEVROLET two door
are valid and that all obligations
A4C
TFC of the district have been met.
way."
Maple Street.
_ A6NC hardtop. New paint job, mag
phone 753-4644.
FREE ESTIMATE on spectic
GENTLE PALOMINO mare with
Dated this 29 day of March,
wheels all way around, tape
Phone 753saddle and bridle. Phone 753-3418 MAKE BEATEN down carpet KIEBY VACUUMS-The shag player. New tires. Transmission tank installation.
JOHN'S REPAIR Service. 1973.
TFC
7550.
A5C nap at doorways bright and fluffy-wng specialist that adjusts to any
after 5:00 p.m.
James G,Henry
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
just overhauled. Phone 753-9249
again with Blue Lustre. Big K, carpet. New and used vacuums
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or CHAIRMAN,JOINT BOXRD OF
AC
after
5:00p.m.
mower,
lawn
SHOP;
KNIGHTS
A7C
copp used Belaire Shopping Center.
for sale. For free demonstration
SEVERAL
•
753-7625 nights.
'TEC SUPERVISORS
tiller repair, blacksmith work,
Mi. North of Murray
ITC
and gift with purchase phone 753automatic washers and dryers.
tan.
bug,
3
AGEN
Route
19.4010LKSW
welding. Gene Knight,
April 12C
Also good used electric ranges. 160, 3 bedroom, Green Field 0752 or 753-0359.
(Formerly Neal Starks
April 12P WILL MAKE drapes. Phone-753Top condition in-and out, $650.00. Phone 753-4035.
-Soil
See at Wiggins Furniture, Po Mobile home. Cail-762-2505 or 7530855.
-A2C The Joint Board of
A7C BOAT INSURANCE. Broad Phone 7534892 after 5:00 p.m. See
& Sons)
Marshall,
miles, north of Murray on Hwy 9707.
Supervisors of Graves,
A3P SEAMLF-SS ALUMINUM gutters
'by appointment.
A5C
coverage. Good claim services.
McCracken
641. Phone 753-4566.
and
Calloway
manufactured and installed by BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
GIBSON ELECTRIC guitar and Lowest rates.
Galloway Inwill, at the hour of 7:30,
CHEVROLET, 1965 Sports Van, Atkins Gutter Installation, also bank gravel, fill dirt and Counties,
175 KAWASAKI Enduro, 1971 Carvin amplifier with 2 speaker surance & Realty. Phone 753- step in
16 clay of April, 1973,
the
on
p.m.,
'the Gospel
Fairlane
Ford
windows.
Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753- topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, in the Count9 Courtroom of COME! HEAR
April 11C
model, good condition, $400. cabinets. $550.00. Phone 437-4493 5842.
at the West
convery
good
nightly
Both
preached
1963.
500,
TFC
p.m.
13NC
A4NC
5:00
APRIL
after
Mathis.
A2C or contact Glen
8992.
or 354-8161,
Phone 753-3943.
MaAhall County Courthouse, in Murray church. of Christ, 7:30
dition. Solos Market, Highway 69
i
conduct
1964
10'x56',
MOBILE HOME,
Benton, Kentucky,
A7C
p.m.
North, Cottage Grove,Tenn. A7C
WOODEN PALLETS, excellent OVER STOCKED in F78x15 completely furnished. Has lots of
public hearing on the petitions for
+
$17.50
Lake
tires.
polyester Shell
shape,$1.00 each. Kentucky
extras. Price $2,700.00. Phone
discontinuance of the WEST
Spiders
Termites
RIVER
Oil Company, Route 5, phone 753- F.E.T. See at Kentucky Lake Oil 753-9941.
A2C BUICK, RIVIERA, 1907 power
CI.ARKS
Our Speed Feedin'
FORK
-A2C Company, 'Route 5,- Phone 753vsteering, power brakes, air
1323.
CONSERVANCY
WATERSHED
Cafeteria line
A4C KUSTOM BASE amplifier, 150 conditioning, tilt steering wheel, Eat Your Home
1323, or 753-9191.
DISTRICT; the purpose of the
Feeds You Fine
vinyl roof. Can be seen at ii41
GARAGE SALE, April 3 and 4,
watts,$250.00. Phone 753hearing will be to determine
said
In A Lot Less Time
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. at 1625 FOUR VitiEEL buggy, Phone 3820.
A2C Super Shell. Owner can he
_
whether the reasons given for
A2C
Triangle Inn
753-6210.
glassware,
\
of
station
the
Lots
reached through
Miller Avenue.
discontinuance are valid and that
Roaches
household items, men and
have
district
the
of
50 H.P. MERCURY motor, 1968.'
all obligations
'tarry Germs
other LIGHTENIbiG -SAILBOAT, two with electric start, alternator.
GU I D OC
clothing,
women's
WANTED TO RENT
been met.
three
289
XR-7,
1967
COUGAR
Also
Spinnaker.
and
sails
of
sets
A2C
numerous items.
PESTS
short shaft, completely new
Dated 29 day of March, 1973
and
brakes
Power
speed.
trailer.
Holeman
and
Nichols
James G. Henry WANT TO RENT apartment or
lower unit, $650.00. Phone 753between
10'x50' TWO BEDROOM fur- Excellent condition. $2500.00. Can 8721 after 5:30 p.m.
A5C steering. Phone 753-9043
JOINT BOARD OF house, prefer two bedrooms, ..
CHAIRMAN,
A3C
4•00and 8:00p.m.
nished trailer. Priced to sell, be seen at 107 Hickory Drive or
SUPERVISORS
unfurnished. Phone 502-957A5C
A2P phone 753-4644.
$1600.00. Phone 753-8242.
ITC 4721.
Atlantic,
1972
A6C
MOBILE HOME,
1962 CHEVROLET pickup In
54' two 12'x50', completely furnished, excellent condition. Extra clean.
Do not be deceived' Termites work 24 hours a day the year
FENCE SALE-Chain link SIX MONTH old 12' wide x
WANT TO RENT unfurnished
with air conditioner, washer and Can be seen at Kentucky Lake Oil
round.. Winter arid Summer.
fencing now on sale at Sears. Call bedroom all electric Wheeler
undetpenning and 500 Company or phone 753-1323. A2C
Notice is hereby given (Ipt the three bedroom house the last of
dryer,
Completely
home.
mobile
Larry Lyles, at 753-2301 for free
A6C
Fiscal Court of Calloway County May. Phone 753-7289.
gallon gas task. Phone 489estimate. Expert installation also equipped and furnished. Extra
A3C 1970 TORINO GT, two door
will on the 12th day of April 1973,
underpenned. 2570.
up
nice.
and
Set
28C
April
available.
"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
at the hour of 10:30 a.m., consider WANT TO RENT two bedroom
See at number 21 Riviera Courts
hardtop, power steering, power
an amendment to the- 1972-1973 house, preferrably furnished' on
WAY"
THEIR
Buddy Valentine. USED MOBILE home, 10IbU', brakes, vinyl roof. Good conHAVE
contact
or
LETS BUGS
MINIATURE POODLES; two
air
furnished,
Budget of Calloway County which lake in Kenlake and Jonathan
bedrooms,
two
Pric-ed $1600.00 below new
Jition. Reduced to $1250,00
ARC registered. Phone 763-4945 cost.
will budget for general road Creek area. Phone 753-4885 or 753A3P conditioner, washer, LA mile Phone 753-0310.
A2C
A3C
A2P
••
or see at 205 South 16th.
purposes $50,000.00 of the 2739.
north of Murray. Phone 436received
A3C
money
Sharing
Revenue
5412.
1952 CHEVROLET pickup.
SEWING MACHINE sale. Heavy
WHITE'S MlNERAL-metal
by Calloway County for the
LOST & FOUND
duty, full size. Regular $79.95
Excellent condition. Price
and
largest
Murray, Ky.
"World's
detectors.
Year 1972. Any person
Street.
13th
Calendar
489
or
100S.
•
753_5167
phone
.
$350,00
zig.
rig
A_
duty
Heavy
Thomas
-sale
$47.99.
LOAD
Side
:MUCK
finest line." Priced from $49.50 to
Phone 753-3914 1116' or 'cite
wishing to be heard on this
A2C
regular $99.95. Sale $63.96. Edison air conditioners. 10,000 2189.
$595.00. Find coins, jewelry,
proposal should appear at the
Years
20
Over
Operated
$139.95.
Regular
and
Eig.
rigOwned
Deluxe
Home
LOST: BLACK female cat.
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00.
artifacts and other,buried
above time and place.
zig zig. 20,000 BTU, $260.62. 23,000 BTU, FORD PICKUP, 1969 Ranger. VB
deluxe
$95.47.
Super
pet. Lost in government
Sale
Family
Robert 0. Miller
treasures. Authorized dealer.
Licensed by State of Kentucky
Regular $159.95. Sale 9114.37. $285.00. 26,000E1m. $318.40. Roby with air conditioning. In good
housing area. If found please
County
Calloway
1604 Sunset Drive, phone 753-1575
Judge,
AU'
753.565.
e Member Chamber of Commerce
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
Highway 68, Benton, condition., Phone 753-5596 or 753sITC phone 793-0827 or
Monday through Saturday, day
A21'
May 2C
p.m.
5:00
after
8992,
Kentucky.
ucky.
2C
May
A6C
or night

753-7278

irm Threvgh a

Woth Material
Octet Through o
Better Because I
•rough the

ILL

Line1 916
▪

CLASSMIO

k Times

ould
Itit' -Number
ig a Social
should apply
weeks before
cording to a
the Paducah
lice.
re screened
:urity Central
to make sure
isn't issued to
e,
to obtain a
imber on the
In is filed," a
'This is true
'to have never
a Social
for a job,
one for such
ink account,
ege
Board
-egistration,
C, driver's

▪

apply early
ecurity numesman em-

JOE MORRIS
& SONS
Mobile Home
Sales, Inc.
2
/
21

753-9636

Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

veKELLEY'S TERMITE
PEST CONTROL
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Science . ..
Continued from Page 1)
of 15 schools over the number
represented last year.
Gold, silver and bronze
medallions were presented to
the top three winners in each
category, with certificates
going to those given honorable
mention.
Dr. William Smith, an
associate -professor in the
Department of Physics at
Murray State, was the director
pf the fair. Mrs. Kathy Hoclge,.a
senior at the University, has
served as its campus coordinator for the past four years.

The
Sour
In h
Ca 110

FRI% Meet
Scheduled,
University

More than 500 high school
students and faculty members
from West Kentucky will be on
the campus of Murray State
University Thursday, April 5,
for the second annual regional
conference of the Future
Business Leaders of America.
Students from chapters in 17
high schools will be competing
in 21 contests during the all-day
Judges were members of the meeting. Winners of the top
University's scieoce and three awards in each category
mathematics faculty aldng with will advance to state comUniversity students majoring in petition later in the spring for
OFFICFAS OF the Murray Toastmasters Club are shown eith Wyane Henderson, right, of
CAII-OWAY COUNTY Judge Robert 0. Miller signs the proclamation proclaiming this week as
these
areas.
-the right to represent Kentucky
;
I ouisville, Governor of District 11. The officers are, left to right, .Standford Hendrickson. secretary
National Future Homemakers of America Week in Murray and Calloe-ay Counts.. Mayor Holmes
at tlie national conference.
Ted
president;
Brocriogrneyer,
students
Murray
Richard
The
Dr.
vice-president;
James Harmon, administrative
Ellis also signed a proclamation. With Judge Miller as be signed the proclamation were, left to right,
General sessions of the
finishing first or among the top
I toward. treasurer ; Charles Hinds,educational vice-president; Tom Geerdus,sergeant-at-arms.
the
Theresa Rudolph and .Janes Kelso of the Calloway County High School Chapter, and Selwyn Schultz
in
held
be
conference-will
three projects in the categories
and Paula Lyons of the Murray High School Chapter.
auditorium,
in which they were entered are: University &tool
according to Robert P. McCann,
Murray assistant professor of adArvin Crafton,
PROCLAMATION
Middle School, first place in the ministrative management and
Biology junior high category for -coordinator on the campus for
To the People of Murray and
,
individuals with his project.
the conference. Contests will be
Calloway.
and
Phosphate
"The Effect of
in the Business Building and in
on
Detergents
-Phosphate
Whereas Future Homemakers
Non
the
of
rooms
now
are
being past several years.
Applications
the meeting
of America, the national
accepted for seven workshops
Waterfielci Student Union
Neale B. Mason, associate Germination of Seed."
Joe Creason, columnist and Creason" column in 1963, he
organization for students in
Lynn e,'Conley, Building.
Audrey
to be offered during the first professor of music, will be the
Kentucky author, will be at the spent nearly 20 years as a
Leon Harp, of Murray Route annual
homemaking, consumer and
Sumer Arts Academy coordinator of the workshop for University School, first place in
writer f.or the paper's
Stout of Crittenden Calloway
Alan
feature
Public
County
Schumann
One will perform the
family life education and HERO
for selected high school orchestra. He will be joined by the biology category for County High School at Marion is Library, Friday, April 6, at 8:00 Sunday Magazine and this work
Piano Concerto in A-minor in a students on the campus of
students in home economics
brought him into close contact
Donald Miller as the guest elementary individuals with serving as regional vice- p.m.
recital on Thursday, April 5, at Murray State University this
related occupations in. the
an "Effects of Light and Types of president.
Miller
with people all over the state.
conductor.
known
his
best
for
is
Creason
of
hall
8:00 p.m. in the recital
secondary schools, is a training
of Plants." —. Dr. Harry M. Sparks, Murray writings on the folklore and Creason came to the CourierGrowth
mimic
of
summer.
on
professor
Soil
associate
the annex of the Price Doyle
for
ground
tomorrow's
Lovett, State president, and Dr. John humor of Kentuckians. His Journal in 1941 after graduating
Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of the and music extension at the
Wayne
David
Fine Arts Building at Murray
homemaking
citizen; and
Kenthe
of
of
University
chairman
Illinois.
of
the
Devine,
from
University
the
in
daily
column
appears
and
place
Arts
Fine
of
second
School
School,
University
State University.
Whereas, the accomplishments
business Louisville Courier-Journal.
of
tucky. He also worked for the
Paul W. Shahan, director of in the same category with his department
Thomas Baker, music in- academy director, said he is
this organization.over the
of
Times.
administrative
and
band
the
and
Ledger
head
education
will
local
bands,
"Joe
starting
daily
his
Before
project, "Camouflage in
structor at MSU, will ac- encouraging students to submit
past twenty-eight years are the
with Richard W. Nature."
management, will welcome the
He served as a Navy officer
company Harp in palying the applications by April 15. He workshop
basis for continuing growth of
group to the campus, along with
Bowles,director of hanris at the.
-during World War II and when
orchestra part of the concerto at added-that applizations may-be
enthusiastic
young people who
he
service
the
guest
of
as
the
students
president,
from
.Florida,
School
of
University
Devine,
returned
Sam
University
he
school
high
obtained from
a second piano
conductor. Bowles is also swept all three top awards in campus chapter of Phi Beta
supervised the writing of "The are learning to be creative
Harp, now of Murray, is counselors and teachers or by
(Continued from Page 1)
president of the College Band the biology category for Lambda honorary business
Cival War in Kentucky," the leaders in tomorrow's adult
or iguutlly from Aurora, Illinois, writing to: Summer Arts
Association.
-Society.
National
grembpit.
newspaper supplement to society; and
elementary
Directors
first
Murray
languages
1029,
Slavic
Academy,
and
Box
Romance
and is a graduate of Lisle
John C. Winter, associate proFirst place went to Keith
and Germanic languages—into win the National Civil War
Community High School in State University, Murray,
fessor of music, will coordinate James Baar and Bobby Daniels
Judges for the competition a department of foreign Centennial Comission Award of Whereas, Future Homemakers
- Lisle, Ill. While a senior in high Kentucky, 42071.
Guest
workshop.
piano
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